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The subject of light amplification by stimulated emission o f radiation (laser) attracted 
many physicists after the invention of the maser in the 1950's. With the observation of 
the first laser [Maiman 60], laser theory has made rapid progress. A number of important 
features of lasers and related systems have been revealed, for instance coherent 
properties, narrow linewidth, squeezing, bistability, chaos, laser without inversion and 
so on. To date the application of lasers has involved a great number of fields, for 
example, the development of the laser has brought about a revolution in communication 
systems, where lasers act as the best coherent signal sources with broad bandwidth and 
low noise. Meanwhile various laser amplifiers have been important tools in 
compensating inevitable signal losses during propagation in optical communications. 
Consequently, laser science has become one of the more active fields in physics. Our 
study in this thesis will explore some interesting features of lasers and optical amplifiers, 
including: one-atom lasers, self-quenching lasers, lasers without inversion, sub- 
Poissonian lasers, laser linewidth, parametric amplifiers in optical fibre communications, 
and above-threshold laser amplifiers. In this chapter, we will review relevant knowledge 
and introduce the problems considered. Much of the original research in this thesis has 
been published[Mu 921, 92^] or submitted for publication [Mu 93].
1.1 Brief review of the quantum theory of the laser
Since the first theoretical demonstration of the existence of stimulated emission by 
Einstein[Einstein 17], the quantum theory of light has developed to be an important field 
in physics. This theory provides us with a powerful tool to study laser physics. One of 
the most important contributions in the development of laser theory has been made by 
Haken[Haken 70, 85]. His works well develop and summarize laser theory and also 
provide an important reference in our study.
As we know, a treatment of the laser requires quantum-mechanical theory, because 
laser action involves the interaction between atoms and the light field. In general, a laser 
may be described by rate equations, semiclassical theory or full quantum-mechanical 
theory. These theories have been very generally studied by Haken[Haken 70, 85]. We 
now briefly review some important points.
A rough treatment of the laser can be done by use of rate equations based on the 
description of photon number. These equations are quite similar to those with which 
Einstein derived Planck's formulafHaken 85]. With rate equations many important 
features of the laser, such as those concerning the phase of the light field, cannot be 
seen. Our study hence excludes this method.
The semiclassical theory describes atoms by means of the quantum-mechanical 
averages and treats the light field as a classical quantity which obeys Maxwell's 
equations. This method is valid when the photon number is large, thus the field can be 
treated classically. However there are some limitations of this method, for example the 
semiclassical theory cannot deal properly with spontaneous emission which causes the 
laser fluctuations. For a laser well above threshold, the stimulated emission rate is much 
larger than the spontaneous emission rate, being approximately in a ratio of (n) :1, here 
(n) denotes mean photon number [Loudon 73], then the semiclassical theory applies. 
The semiclassical theory of laser enable us to explain many properties of laser light, but
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because of the limitations mentioned above it is impossible to be applied in the systems 
with pure quantum-mechanical features.
A complete description of the laser requires a full quantum-mechanical treatment. The 
important methods for such a treatment are via quantum mechanical Langevin equations 
and via the master equation[Senitzky 60, Haken 70, 85, Louisell 73, Sargent 74, 
Meystre 90, Cohen-Tannoudji 92]. The master equation method is our main tool since 
we emphasize problems with fully quantized fields.
2.2 Master equation methods
It is useful to understand the derivation of the master equation, especially the 
approximations which are made, so that we can use it appropriately. A master equation 
can be derived where the atoms and cavity modes are coupled to suitable reservoirs and 
when some approximations are made. We consider a general case. Following the method 
of Louisell[Louisell 73], a system described by a Hamiltonian Hs is coupled to a 
reservoir described by a Hamiltonian HR. There is a weak interaction between the 
system and the reservoir given by the Hamiltonian V. Thus the total Hamiltonian is
H = Hs + Hr + V. (1.1)
Let W (/) be the total density operator of system plus reservoir in the interaction picture. 
The reduced density operator is then defined by taking the trace over the reservoir, i.e., 
p(t) = TvR[W(t)]. (1.2)
The equation of motion for the density operator in the interaction picture is
(i.3 )
Integrating (1.3) twice, we obtain
w ( f ) = v y ( 0 ) - i j ^ t v ,(0 .» f( 0 ) ] - 4 j p * j ^ " [ v ( r ,) ,[ v (o ,iv ( r ) ] ] .  (i.4>
Thus Eq. (1.3) becomes
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= -i[V(O,tV(0)]-i}'df'[V'(0,[V/(O,W(O]]. (1.5)
This equation is exact. We can now identify reasonable approximations.
Assume that initially the system and reservoir are uncorrelated so that
W(0) = p(0)pR, (1.6)
where p R is initial reservoir density operator. After tracing over the reservoir, Eq. (1.5) 
gives
It= a-?)
where we have used TrÄ[V (f),W(0)] = 0, i.e. we have assumed that V{t) has no 
diagonal elements in the representation in which W(0) is diagonal. For more general 
discussion V{t) can have diagonal elements, see [Louisell 73].
.Eq. (1.7) is too general. We now derive the master equation in the Bom-Markoff 
approximation. Assume the interaction is very weak, and that the density operator in the 
interaction picture is
W(t) = p( t)pR + AW(t)y (1.8)
where AW(t) is small and of order V(t). Take Tr/?[AW(r)] = 0 so that Eq. (1.2) is 
satisfied. Now we make the first major approximation, a Born approximation. 
Neglecting terms higher than the second order in V(t) and with (1.8), Eq. (1.7) becomes
%  = - j j \ [ T rR[ V m V ( t \ p ( t ' ) p R] W .  (1.9)
A detailed discussion of this approximation can be found in the work of Haake[Haake 
69,73]. We make the model a little more specific by assuming that
V(0 = = » £ * ; ( ')  ’ (i.10)
where A. are system operators in a Schordinger picture and /?. are reservoir operators. 
Note that in Eq. (1.10) we have used the transformation
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A^t) = exp^/ZO^expC-^/ZO.
Since /?.(/) and A (r)are Hermitian, V (0 is Hermitian, where the Hermitian means 
Hermitain conjugate.
Considering the first term in Eq. (1.9) and using Eq. (1.10), we obtain
( 1. 11)
where T - t - t \  The second major approximation is a Markoff approximation, i.e. the 
future evolution of p(t) is independent of its past history through the integration over t. 
Physically, we assume: (1) Assume the reservoir correlation (R.(t )Rj(0))r is zero for 
most of 0 < T < t, except over a small range of width Tj which is the correlation time of 
the reservoir. (2) Assume that over this range p ( t± r )  ~ p(t).  If r 2 is the time scale on 
which p(t)  changes we require that Tj«  t2. Thus Tj«r<< t2. Eq. (1.11) becomes
\ ‘0p(n T r^ pRV ( t)V ( tm '= ^ e {‘°i+O>i),AiAJp(t)^dT{R i(T)Rjm ) Re~,,OJt .
( 1.12)
Continuing for the other terms Eq. (1.9) becomes 
’ do ^  i((0 ;+0) ,)/ ,
^  = - X «  '  l(.AiAJp ( t ) - A Jp(t)Ai) a + - ( A lp « ) A j - p ( t ) A j Ai)wiJh
i j
and (1.13)
cotj=\o d T iR ^ R j m ^  j , 0)7 = Jo driRjW R^0))Re > .
As we integrate both-hand sides of Eq. (1.13) over a small time region [fj,f2], eac^ term 
in the right-hand side has an integrate
/ =  \,2e‘(0>i+mj),p(t)dt. (1.14)
Jt\
When the region of the integrate is sufficiently small so that p ( £ ), £ e  [fj,f2], can be 
treated as a constant, we then obtained
I = p ( 4 )  [V 1 1 dt. (1.15)
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Assuming f2 ~ fj »  (coj + C0j) , it is easy to show
rt2 i((Oi+(Oj)t
J, « ’ d (1.16)
1 (co- + co j = 0)
(0t -(0>j 10 (co- + co j ^ 0)*
Apply these results and then Eq. (1.13) becomes
p(f2)-p(f,)
h  h
- 1 S [ ^ A  p ^ ) - A  p ^ ) ^  
ij J
- ( A ^ A j - p ^ A j A ^ c o - j ]
Taking the limitation of t2 —» ^ , we obtain Bom-Markoffian master equation
$  = ~ l S 0>,-0> U \ AiP - AjPA, ) < - (AipAJ -pA ]Ai)<o-l ], (1.17)
ij 1 J
A more detailed description of these approximations can be found in Ref. [Cohen- 
Tannoudji 92]. Above derivation reminds us of the major approximations made in the 
Bom-Markoffian master equation. Bom-Markoffian master equations will be applied to 
our systems in this thesis.
Master equations are solvable in many ways, depending on the physical system. 
Master equations can be analytically solved only for some simple systems, e.g. by an 
analytical series approach[Milbum 86, 92] and by using combinations of the matrix 
elements of density operator[Eiselt 91]. Generally, the master equations cannot be 
analytically solved without further approximations which make the mathematical 
problems manageable. An important such approximation is that the number of lasing 
atoms is large enough that some quasi-probability distribution (P function) for the laser 
satisfies a Fokker-Plank equation[Haken 70, Louisell 73]. The Fokker-Planck equation 
is equivalent to Ito calculus stochastic differential equations under the generalized P 
representation [Drummond 801, Gardiner 85*]. Smith and Gardiner have previously 
modelled lasers with arbitrary number of atoms[Smith 88], however in order to control
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numerical instabilities they made the assumption that a reservoir level was present[Smith 
90]. This assumption excludes interesting phenomena such as laser squeezing[Khazanov 
90, Ralph 911, Savage 92^, Ritsch 91, 92].
To obtain solutions of the master equation is a central interest. Numerical methods 
can play a useful role. The numerical methods are desirable, especially in the systems 
with a small number of atoms, for instance, micromasers[Filipowicz 86, Meystre 90, 
Slosser 90] and one-atom lasers[Mu 92^]. Savage and Carmichael introduced a 
numerical method to solve various master equations without approximation provided the 
basis set is large enough[Savage 88, 90]. This method has been applied to many models, 
for example, optical bistability [Savage 88], chaos[Savage 92^], optical communications 
[Mu 921], laser systems [Mu 92^], and so on. It is noted that Sarker and Satchell have 
introduced a method to reduce the number of basis set of the master equation in Fock- 
atom states by using the permutation symmetry to the density operator matrix. The basis 
set can be reduced from 2^ to (N+l)(N+2)(N+3)/6 for a two-level system, where N 
denotes the atom number[Sarker 87]. The assumption of adiabatically eliminating the 
field is required for this method. The other important numerical method is the quantum 
trajectory method [Carmichael 91, Dalibard 92, Dum 92]. The advantage of this 
approach shows when it converts a master equation into a wave-function equation, 
therefore saving computer memory. The disadvantage is that it requires more computer 
time.
In this thesis, we solve master equations applying either numerical methods or the 
Fokker-Planck equation method, in terms of the physical model.
1.3 Problems addressed in the thesis
The problems in this thesis are addressed to some interesting features on lasers and 
amplifiers, including one-atom lasers and their properties, laser squeezing, self­
quenching lasers, lasers without population inversion, laser linewidth, parametric
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amplifiers in nonlinear optical fibre communication systems, and above-threshold laser 
amplifiers. Since our models may involve pure quantum-mechanical phenomena, such as 
atomic spontaneous emission and quantum noise, full quantum solutions are required. 
Before we begin the investigation of our problems, it is worth reviewing the relevant 
knowledge and clarifying the problems to be addressed.
Very recently the interest in microlasers has been inspired due to their potential 
applicabilities, such as in laser printers, read/write sources for optical memories, 
displays, optical interconnects, and high power phased arrays[Slusher 93]. To date, 
experimentally, a microlaser can be made in a semiconductor of much smaller than one 
cubic micron. Such encouraging work has been done in AT&T Bell laboratory[Slusher 
93] and NT1 [Yamamoto 91] by means of semiconductor techniques which allow them 
to achieve high Q (Q>100) semiconductor microlaser resonators with the cavity mirror 
reflectivities greater than 98%. In atom-cavity systems, a single-atom maser was 
experimentally demonstrated with a single mode superconductor cavity [Meschede 85]. 
The experimental research of one-atom laser is progressing at CalTech by Kimble's 
group and also at MIT. The technique of making a high finesse cavity which might be 
suitable for a one-atom laser is available[Rempe 91].
Our one-atom laser study is concerned with using an exact quantum-mechanical 
theory to describe single-atom lasing, particularly with some practical parameters. 
Treatments of the one-atom lasers cannot use Fokker-Planck equation method, because 
the systems considered have only one atom and so do not allow the approximation of 
large atom number. Since one atom lasers may operate with only one atom in the laser 
cavity, the semiclassical approximation is not reliable and a fully quantum mechanical 
treatment, including quantization of the field, must be used. We will numerically solve 
laser master equations for three- and four-level one-atom lasers. If the basis set of states 
for the field is sufficiently large no approximation beyond those already in the master
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equation are involved in the numerical solution. Note, however, that in this study we 
also give the analytic solutions of the semiclassical Block equations, since they provide a 
comparison and an approximate standard of choosing parameters as well.
One case which may be related to one-atom lasers is lasing self-quenching. Recent 
reports showed that laser quenching may occur to some laser models provided the pump 
power is sufficiently strong[Mu 92^, Ralph 93]. The these papers are concerned with 
quenching of incoherently pumped two-level and three-level V-type lasers due to lasing 
coherence quenching [Mu 92^] and an Erbium doped fibre laser due to the excited state 
absorption of pump photons[Ralph 93]. We refer them as self-quenching lasers. The 
self-quenching in Ref. [Mu 92^] was found to be dependent on atom-cavity coupling 
strength, which is proportional to atom number, hence it may be particularly relevant to 
one atom lasers in that one-atom lasers have a much smaller coupling constant than 
multi-atom lasers. In particular, it is more significant in a practical cavity. Our study will 
include more a detailed investigation in various self-quenching lasers, including two- 
level laser, A- and V-type lasers with either coherent or incoherent pumping.
In addition, we will demonstrate that some self-quenching lasers have the feature of 
lasing without population inversion. The laser without population inversion was first 
studied by Harris et al.[Harris 89, Lyras 89] and then aroused broad attention. The 
physical mechanism of such a feature can be understood by means of a dressed-state 
representation[Agarwal 911]. Amongst various models of laser without inversion, 
Raman lasers or coherently pumped A-type lasers are typical. In this study we show that 
V-type laser is also a good model of light amplification without inversion. Obviously, 
unlike normal lasers, in these models the inversion no longer is the evidence of laser 
action.
With wide application of laser devices, quiet laser sources have interested quantum 
optical researchers for more than a decade. The so-called quiet lasers are lasers whose 
intensity fluctuations are smaller than those of a coherent state or a Poissonian state. This
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issue has been discussed by several authors[Golubev 84, Marte 89, Haake 89, 
Yamamoto 84, 86^, Benkert 90]. The main emphasis in these papers is on reducing 
pump fluctuation effects on the laser output field statistics. In the limit of the perfectly 
regular pump it was found that a photon number distribution of the laser mode is much 
narrower than for a corresponding coherent state. Such sub-Poissonian statistics has 
been experimentally demonstrated in a diode laser with sub-shot-noise pump 
currentf Yamamoto 86^, Machida 87, 88, Richardson 90]. In addition, Walls et al.[Walls 
90] showed that the amplitude-noise reduction in lasers can be achieved with intracavity 
nonlinear elements.
Recently it has been predicted that sub-Poissonian lasers can be made from 
conventional multi-level lasers without regular pumping[Khazanov 90, Ralph 91, 
Savage 92^ , Ritsch 91, 92]. This sub-Poissonian statistics is obtained by matching 
atomic transition and pumping rates. We call it the "rate-matching method". The basic 
requirement of this method is multi-level atoms and a strong atom-cavity coupling. Sub- 
Poissonian lasers have been also shown achievable in Raman lasers without population 
inversion [Ritsch 92, Gheri 91] . Also, laser linewidth narrowing for low pump power 
has been demonstrated to be a feature of lasing without inversion[Agarwal 912, Ritsch 
92].
Our investigation of sub-Poissonian lasers without regular pumping and the laser 
linewidth is focused on single- or two-atom lasers. We numerically solve the laser 
master equations, because such systems do not allow us to use stochastic differential 
equations which are invalid for a system with a small number of atoms. A single-atom 
laser has a much weaker atom-cavity coupling strength than multi-atom systems in that 
the coupling strength is a function of atom number. So it might be a key factor in 
generating single-atom squeezing. Our investigation also includes single-atom sub- 
Poissonian lasers without inversion with either coherently pumped A- or V-type laser
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models. Importantly, our calculation shows that rate-matching leads good intensity 
fluctuation quenching as well as a very narrow spectral linewidth of the laser (the 
linewidth is much smaller than the Shawlow-Townes linewidth), provided the laser 
occurs without inversion. Whereas the previous studies concerning Raman lasers 
[Agarwal 912, Ritsch 92] did not give the evidence of the co-occurrence of the squeezing 
and the linewidth-narrowing.
H istorically, optical amplifier theory and laser theory developed alm ost 
simultaneously. A practical laser amplifier appeared shortly after the first laser had been 
made, for example, a so-called travelling-wave amplifier similar to a ruby laser[Ross 
69]. With broad application of optical amplifiers in telecommunications, a fundamental 
issue has been raised: reducing quantum noise of amplifiers - a significant issue in long- 
haül optical communication systems. A very general theoretical study of quantum 
amplifier theory concerning quantum noise has been done by Caves [Caves 82]. This 
theory is an important reference in our study.
Quantum optical amplifiers can be classified into two kinds: phase-insensitive 
amplifiers, such as linear laser amplifiers, and phase-sensitive amplifiers, such as 
parametric amplifiers. Any laser amplifier inevitably adds quantum noise to the 
signal[Caves 82, Yamamoto 86^, 89], therefore signal to noise ratio must be degraded 
after amplification. An ideal laser amplifier degrades the signal to noise ratio by a factor 
of two. However an ideal phase-sensitive amplifier can conserve signal to noise 
ratio[Caves 82]. Consequently, phase-sensitive amplifiers are potentially better than 
phase-insensitive amplifiers. In our study, we emphasis quantum-noise reduction via 
phase-sensitive amplifiers.
Our study of optical amplifiers will begin from fundamental quantum optical master 
equations with full quantum-mechanical solution by means of either numerical or analytic 
methods. These calculations and analyses are concerned with both amplifier gain and 
quantum noise. The main aim of the investigation is to devise and demonstrate low noise
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optical amplifiers. The work investigates the following topics: performance of linear 
laser amplifiers and parametric amplifiers in nonlinear optical fibre, and phase-insensitive 
and phase-sensitive above-threshold laser amplifiers.
In the first investigation, we consider the nonlinear Kerr effect in optical fibre 
communication systems. The issue was raised by Gordon and Mollenauer[Gordon 90]. 
With a classical analysis, they showed that the nonlinear Kerr effect limits the range of 
coherent communication systems using linear laser amplifiers. In fact, there are two 
disadvantages to a laser amplifier system. First, a laser amplifier adds spontaneous 
emission noise to the signal, degrading the signal to noise ratio[Caves 81]; the 
accumulation of noise in an optical communication system limits its range. Second, as 
shown by Gordon and Mollenauer, the performance of a laser amplifier system will be 
degraded due to the nonlinear phase noise via the nonlinear Kerr effect.
The ideal parametric amplifiers[Yamamoto 86] is a phase-sensitive amplifier and adds 
no noise to the signal, so the signal to noise ratio does not degrade after amplification. It 
was shown that parametric amplifier systems can hence have up to twice the range of 
laser amplifier systems without considering the nonlinear Kerr effectfLoudon 85, 
Slusher 90]. Furthermore, parametric amplifiers are squeezed light generators in that 
they suppress the phase quadrature noise. Since parametric amplifiers can maintain the 
signal to noise ratio as well as squeeze phase noise, the problem raised by Gordon and 
Mollenauer could then be solved.
Our study involves full quantum-mechanical analyses. Our model is novel because 
we model communication systems based on quantum optical master equations, using the 
quadrature phase amplitudes as signals. Our result verifies the Gordon and Mollenauer 
work for the laser amplifier systems and demonstrates that parametric amplifiers can, in 
principle, out perform laser amplifiers in optical communication systems, because they 
add the minimum allowable quantum noise to the signal and attenuate phase noise.
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We next study above-threshold laser amplifiers. Recent experiments have measured 
the gain and noise profiles of a laser amplifier operated above laser threshold. A two- 
level semiclassical description of the amplifier has been developed to model the above- 
threshold amplifier and good agreement between theory and experiments has been 
achieved[Harris 91, 92] . This amplifier can be treated as a four-wave mixer, where the 
laser mode, in resonance with the cavity and atoms, operates above threshold and its 
sideband modes are amplified. The main interest of this study is to find ways of reducing 
amplifier noise.
In this study, we firstly focus on the gain and the noise behavior of phase-insensitive 
above-threshold laser amplifiers with either incoherent or coherent pumping. The above­
threshold amplification feature in such amplifiers leads us to investigate the rate matching 
noise reduction method for achieving sub-Poissonian statistics with conventional multi­
level lasers[Khazanov 90, Ralph 91, Savage 92^, Ritsch 91, 92]. However we have 
shown that this method is not applicable for such amplifier systems. Consequently, the 
degradation of intensity signal to noise ratio is about a factor of 0.54 for large gain, 
which is about the level of the phase-insensitive above-threshold laser amplifier, i.e. the 
degradation is 0.5.
Since a phase-sensitive amplifier may have much better noise performance than a 
phase-insensitive amplifier, we then develop a phase-sensitizing scheme. A phase- 
sensitive above-threshold amplifier with four-level atoms is made by injecting a coherent 
driving field into the cavity. The structure of this system is much like the nondegenerate 
four-wave mixing device. With the four-wave mixing method, intensity squeezing has 
been demonstrated[Reid 86, Slusher 85, 87, Shelby 86, Sanders 90]. Our calculations 
show that in the phase-sensitive above-threshold laser amplifier both gain and noise 
exhibit strong enhancement and suppression when the signal detuning approaches the 
Rabi sidebands. The signal to noise ratio can be doubled over that of the phase- 
insensitive above-threshold laser amplifiers for a wide gain range.
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The contents of this work are organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we explore one- 
atom lasers with single-atom master equations which are numerically solved for the 
steady state of the systems. Semiclassical solutions are also given. The stimulated 
emission rate and spontaneous emission rate are calculated. The parameters that may be 
experimentally feasible are considered. The main result of the chapter is the prediction of 
one-atom lasing for practical parameters.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the various self-quenching lasers, including two-level laser, 
and V- and A-type lasers. Both full quantum-mechanical solutions and semiclassical 
solutions are given. We also study lasing without inversion relevant to the self­
quenching. The aim of this is to study the lasing phenomena which may be particularly 
significant for one-atom lasers.
Chapter 4 studies one-atom laser squeezing and laser linewidth for various laser 
systems using numerical solutions. Especially, we also obtain the squeezing from lasing 
without population inversion. Some interesting results, such as the linewidth broadening 
corresponding to the four-level laser squeezing and linewidth narrowing due to laser 
without inversion in V- and A-type three-level systems, are discussed. It is demonstrated 
that sub-Poissonian statistics and linewidth suppression may simultaneously occur.
In Chapter 5 we begin a study of optical amplifiers. Using quantum-mechanical 
master equations to model optical communication systems, we verify Goudon and 
Mollenauer's conclusion about the nonlinear phase noise in linear laser amplifier systems 
and demonstrate that the parametric amplifier system can overcome the nonlinear phase 
noise the linear laser amplifier systems suffer. Signal Q-functions are plotted to 
demonstrate noise distributions in a quadrature-phase amplitude plane.
In Chapter 6 we investigate phase-insensitive above-threshold laser amplifiers in a 
high Q cavity using stochastic differential equations. The heterodyne gains are calculated 
for two-level systems and four-level systems with either incoherent or coherent pumping 
and with heterodyne detection. The degrading factor of signal to noise rate is calculated
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in terms of the squeezing spectrum.
In Chapter 7 we introduce a phase-sensitive above-threshold laser amplifier. The 
purpose of this study is to reduce the noise of the above-threshold laser amplifiers. We 
demonstrate that the signal to noise ratio can be increased to twice more than that of 




In this chapter we investigate three- and four-level one-atom lasers with a full 
quantum-mechanical treatment. We model one-atom lasers based on quantum optical 
master equations which are numerically solved using the method developed by Savage 
and Carmichael[Savage 88]. If the basis set of states is large enough, there is no 
significant approximation made in the calculation. Some semiclassical results are also 
given. We will focus on the issue of laser action and lasing conditions. One-atom lasing 
is identified where the stimulated emission rate is greater than the spontaneous rate and 
the system has a typical lasing Q-function. Cavity parameters which might be 
experimentally feasible are considered.
2.1 The model
The system under investigation consists of a single three- or four-level atom coupled 
to a single mode inside a cavity, as shown in Fig. 2.1 (a), (b). The atom is described by 
the lowering (raising) operator of the atomic levels,<7,y(o,y) defined by \i)(j\ (|y)(/|). 
The cavity mode is described by the annihilation and creation operators a and a^, with 
the frequency tuned to the resonant frequency associated with the atomic lasing levels.
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The single atom interacts with the cavity mode via the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian,
HJC = ih^  a i >
where we have defined cr^ = <7^exp(± /£r). k is the wave number and r is the position 
of the atom. The lasing occurs between levels k and /, and g is the atom-cavity 
coupling strength
3tty .c 3 ,n
g = (—7- ^ —)1/2lM(r)l, (2.2)
2 coz
where y denotes the decay rate between the lasing levels, co the laser transition 
frequency, and u{r) the cavity mode function.
Fig. 2.1 Schematic diagrams for modelled single-atom lasers. Pumping is either 
incoherent at rate T or coherent with field strength proportional to E. The arrow 
labels correspond to terms in Eq. (2.4). (a) 4-level system, (b) 3-level system 
with lasing at bottom levels.
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In the interaction picture, rotating at the driving field frequency, the coherent
pumping is described by
He  -  ihE(alfi -  crjp , (2.3)
where E denotes the pumping constant, and p depends on the model used, 2 for 2-level 
atom, 3 for 3-level atom and 4 for 4-level.
Following standard techniques the atom and cavity mode may be coupled to suitable 
reservoirs, and under the rotating-wave and electric dipole approximations the 
Markoffian master equation for reduced density operator p can be derived[Haken 70, 
Louisell 73]. The cavity mode is damped by losses through the cavity mirrors at the rate
2 k  photons per second. Atomic spontaneous emission out the side of the cavity is at the 
rate of photons per second, where the label "ij" denotes the atomic levels. The 
resulting interaction picture master equation is then
Incoherent atomic pumping at rate T is treated as an inverse process to spontaneous 
emission between the atomic levels 11) and I p ). In this chapter we will not study all the 
cases described in Eq. (2.4), instead, discuss only the cases for the coherently pumped 
four-level laser and the incoherently pumped three-level laser.
The numerical method used to solve master equations is introduced by Savage and 
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order, ordinary differential equation
dp -
- l - L p -
(2.5)
using the truncated basis set of Fock-atom states {|n,ß),  n - 0,1 ,2 ,...,v -1 ; 
ß  -1 ,2 ,. . . ,^ } , where n ( ß ) denotes the number (atomic) state (see Appendix A for the 
master equations in Fock-atom basis). L is a sparse coefficient matrix, and p  is written 
as a vector o f ( v x ^ ) ( v x ^ + l ) / 2  elements. With v=40 and a 4-level atom, L has 
128800 elements non-zero. For a two-atom laser, the truncated basis set is {In , ß ^ ß 2) y 
n = 0 ,l , . . . ,v - l ;  -  1,2,...,/*; ß^  -  l,2 ,...,/x}, and L has about 3692160 elements





The laser master equation can also been solved by using the quantum trajectory 
method [Carmichael 91, Dalibard 92, Dum 92]. We used it to laser systems. A detailed 
description of solving a laser master equation is discussed in Appendix B. Since the 
quantum trajectory method solves for a wave-function instead of the density operator, it 
saves computer memory during computing. But because the result comes from the 
accumulation of a number of trajectories, a longer computational time is required.
We now derive semiclassical equations from the master equations. The equation of 
motion for the expectation value (O) of any system operator O can be derived from the 
master equation Eq. (2.4) using
j : ( 0 ) - ^ ( [ 0 ,H ] )  + TT(OLp), (2.7)
H -  He  + Hl c , Lp -  Lc p  + Lpp  + LAjjP
i j~l
(i<j)
For the 4-level atom laser model, Fig. 2.1 (a), the semicalssical motion equations for the
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expectation values of the cavity field amplitude ( a )  and the atomic observables (cr ), 
read
{ä)--K{a) + g(o~3),
(af2) -  -£<CTj4> -  £<a+>(CT'3) + i ( y 12 + r)(a,'2),
(af3) -  £<a^) -  g(a>(af2) -  i ( y 13 + y23 + r)<CTf3>,
<äf4> -  £ <CT4 -  a l> -  I ( r  + I'm + 24 + r34><crf4>’
<<>23) ■ s ( a >((a 3> -  -  j(y « 2  + y 13 + >'23><cr23>’
( ° u >  ~  - £ <ct12> + s ( a ) o ^ )  -  | ( r  + Y n  + I'M + >'24 + >'34><ct24>’ 
<CT^4) - - £<CT,+3)-g<at)<a^4)-i(yi3+)'i4 + y23+ >'24+ >'34)(CT34)'
(ctj) -  £((a-4) + (a,+4) ) - r ( a 1) + y12(a 2)+ y13(cT3>+ yM<cr4>.
( ct2> -  g ((ö t >(cT23> + (0 X ^ 23)) " 1, 12<ct2> + r23<a 3) + V24<CT4>’
( o 3) -  -« ( (« ^ < ^ 23) + ( " X ^ X -  (V13 + Y 23X ^ 3) + ^34(^ 4); (2 .8)
and the complex conjugate equations, where
( a ,> + i a 2l * ( ct3> + ( ct4> " >•
In this chapter, we only give the result for the coherently pumped system, so T =0. For 
the 3-level laser model, Fig. 2.1(b), the semicalssical motion equations are
(a) -  - k(o) + g{o~2),
(df2) -  £ (a 23> + g((a)(o2) -  <a)<t7j» -  | ( y , 2 + r)<crf2>,
(df3> - £ « ct3) - (a,)) + g(a)(a23> - j(y  13 + y23 + r X<2f3>,
(d 23> -  -£(CT[+2) -g < a +>(CT23) -  | ( y 12 + I'm + y
(dj) - £((ctj+3) + <af3>) - r(a,) + g((a^)(a~2) + (a)(a*2))
+ yn ( ° 2) + yn (o3),
{ o 2) -  -g( (af){a~2) + (a)(a*2)) + y23(cJ3) -  yn {o 2). (2.9)
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and the complex conjugate equations, where
(<7j) + <CJ2) + <(J3> -  1.
In .this chapter, we discuss only the incoherently pumped system, so £=0. The 
expectation values (a.) represent (o ..) , which is the probability for the electrons to be in 
atomic level i. The semiclassical approximation has been made in Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) 
by ignoring the higher-order coherence between the atomic and field operators which 
allows us to assume that the expectation values containing products of atomic and field 
operators factorize. This assumption is valid only when the photon number is large.
2.2 Laser action
The laser action is affected not only by atomic spontaneous emission, but also by 
loss mechanisms associated with the cavity. The steady extraction of photons from the 
cavity to form the usable output laser beam is one of the sources of loss. In order for a 
substantial number of photons to build up in the cavity, the photons emitted by atoms 
must overcome the loss. Semiclassically it is said that a laser is at threshold when the 
pumping rate is just sufficient for the rate of photon production to balance the loss. For a 
one-atom laser, if the atom is pumped hard enough and the cavity losses are small 
enough the system behaves semiclassically and the usual laser theory applies. The 
advantage of a semiclassical theory is that an analytic solution is available, so it is readily 
used to estimate parameters. Therefore our study also includes the results from 
semiclassical solutions. However for exactly describing the marginal case which is likely 
to occur in an experimental realization of a one atom laser where the mean cavity photon 
number may be quite small and the fluctuation in photon number relatively large, a 
quantized treatment of the field is required. For instance, the semiclassical theory fails to 
describe one-atom two-level inversion where the field is quantized [Savage 89].
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We define our one atom device to be a laser if the net stimulated emission rate into the
cavity mode is faster than the spontaneous emission rate, where the net stimulated 
emission rate means the difference between the stimulation rate and absorption rate. For 
a multi-atom laser, the stimulated emission rate can be very large because many photons 
build up in the cavity. However for a single-atom laser with a small number of photons 
in the cavity, a strong coupling between the cavity mode and atom as well as a smaller 
cavity decay rate, i.e., a high finesse cavity, are required.
The expressions for the stimulated emission rate and the spontaneous emission rate 
into the cavity mode are obtained from the diagonal density elements concerning lasing 
levels in the master equation (2.4). For the 4-level mode with n photons, we have
-^(n,2\p\n,2) -  2 K((n + 1 )(n + l,2|p|n + 1,2) -  n(n,2\p\n,2))
+gyfn((n -  l,3|p|n,2) + (n,2\p\n -  1,3))
- y i 2(n,2|p |n,2)+ y 23(''^ P |« .3)+  r 24('l-4H ''.4), (2.10)
Jp(«,3|p|/i,3) -  2»c((n + l)(n + l,3|p|n +1,3) -  n(n,3|p|n,3))
-g'Jn + l((n + l,2|p|n,3) + (n,3|p|n + 1,2))
- y i 3(« ,3 |p |n ,3 )- y23(n,3lp|n,3) + y34(n,4 |p|/i,4 ) (2 .11)
Since the matrix is symmetric (all density matrix elements may be assumed real, because 
we consider resonant cases only), for the elements determining the coherence between 
the lasing levels in Eq. (2.10),
(n -  l,3|p|/i,2) -  (n,2\p\n -  1,3).
These terms satisfy the differential equation
n -  l,3|p|n,2) -  2x{-yjn{n + l)(«,3|p|n +1,2) -  {n -  j)(n -  l,3|p|n,2)) 
+g(Vn(n - 1 , 3|p|n -1 ,3 )  -  Vn(n,2|p|n,2))
(2.12)
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If the photon number distribution is slowly varying, we have 
(n -  l,3|p|/z,2)« (n,3\p\n +1,2).
Provided n is not too small, the first term of Eq. (2.12) on the right hand side, 
proportional to k  , is small in comparison with the other terms, especially when k  is 
small. Assuming a stationary state for Eq. (2.12) and solving for off-diagonal density 
matrix elements, Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) become,
-^(ny2\p\ny2) -  2K((n + l)(n + l,2|p|w + 1,2) -  n(ny2\p\ny2))
+Gnn((n -  ly3\p\n -  1,3) -  (ny2\p\n,2))
-)'12("’2H '1-2>+ r 23("’3Wn'3) + (2.13)
3[p|n,3) -  2 k {(n + l)(n + l,3jp|/i + 1,3) -  n(n,3|p|n,3))
-Gn(n + l)((n,3|p|n,3) -  (n + l,2lp|n + 1,2»
- y 13(n,3|p|«,3)- Y23(«,3»|«,3) + y J4{«, A\p\n,4), (2.14)
with
4  R 4 4 g‘
n y 12 ^ 13 + Y23 + Vn( 'l + 1)) ^12+ ^13+ ^23
, (2.15)
here we have assumed y 12 + y 13 + y 23 > > 4 k (h -  ^n{n + 1)) for the the second 
approximate equality, which is obvious \i y 1 2 »  K • The terms on the right hand sides 
of Eq. (2.13) and (2.14) can be identified successively as due to cavity loss, emission 
into and absorption from the cavity mode, and spontaneous emission into free space, We 
are thus led to define the excess rate of stimulated emission over absorption, i.e., the net 
stimulated emission rate, to be
00
R SI ~  2 G„tn(n*M n ' 3) -  (» + l)(n +1,2|p|'i + 1.2)], (2.15)
Assuming semiclassical factorization of the density matrix, Eq. (2.15) may be expressed 
to be
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(2.16)R.  . . , - G  An)A ,st_classical (ny  23
where denotes the population inversion on the lasing levels. The rate of the net
spontaneous emission into the cavity is
oo
R -  2 C „ (n ,3 |p M , (2.17)
71 »0
For the coherently pumped 4-level laser, solving the semiclassical Eq. (2.8), we 
obtain the steady mean number of photons,
("> -  (Vi2<CT2) ” 723<cr3>) 1 2 k ’
with
( a2) -  2 £ 2[1 - ( y n +  y23)k / g2] / (4 £ 2 +
1 r 34
( ^ 3) * < ^2> + ^ 1 2  + Y23)K/2g2^
(2.18)
where we have assumed y ^ , y ^ , y24 are negligible. Note that Eq. (2.18) is the 
above-threshold mean photon number, the steady mean photon number below threshold 
is zero. The steady population inversion is
A23“
*-()'l2 + )'23>/ 2 * 2
___________723/712______________




For the fully quantum case the mean photon number is given by
00 4  
{n) -  ^np(n )y p(n) -  ^( i ,n \p\ i ,n ) .
and the inversion is obtained by numerically solving Eq. (2.4), and given by 
00
A23 ■ ^((/i,3|p|rt,3)-(/i,2|p|/z,2)) (2.20)
71-0










Fig. 2.2 Evidence for laser action for the coherently pumped 4-level one-atom 
laser. In (a) and (b) the solid curves are obtained from a numerical solution of the 
m aster equation (2.4), and the dashed curves from the semiclassical 
approximation, (a) the mean number of photons in the cavity versus coherent 
pumping field E. Semiclassical curve from Eq. (2.18). (b) Population inversion 
versus coherent pumping field E, Eq. (20). Semiclassical curve from Eq. (2.19). 
(c) Emission rate from lasing levels versus coherent pumping rate, obtained from 
numerical solution of the master equation (2.4). The solid curve is the excess rate 
of stimulated emission over absorption, Eq. (2.15), and the dashed curve the 
spontaneous emission rate, Eq. (2.17). All parameters are scaled by y12 to make 
them dimensionless and are: *=0.0001, g=0.01, y23=0.01, y34« l ,  y 14« 0 .
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For a single-atom laser the cavity finesse must be high enough (g »  k ) so that there 
are sufficient photons building up in the cavity. We first consider the case which is not 
expected to be experimentally feasible, where g=0.01 and k =0.0001.
E
Fig. 2.3 The mean cavity photon number versus coherent pumping rate £  for 
4-level one-atom laser when k is larger by numerical solving Eq. (2.4). The 
parameters scaled by yJ2 are: ic=0.01, g=0.1, y23=0.01, y^=2, y14«=0.
Fig. 2.2 presents the solution for this case. In Fig. 2.2 (a) we plot the mean number 
of photons versus the coherent pumping rate. The semiclassical curve shows a laser 
threshold where the photon number becomes nonzero. This shows the semiclassical 
signature of laser action. The quantum curve shows that the photon number in the cavity 
is always nonzero due to spontaneous emission. The semiclassical and quantum- 
mechanical results agree in far above the threshold. The laser threshold is found at 
coherent pumping rate £=0.0518 for the semiclassical curve, where the population 
inversion is saturated, Fig. 2.2 (b). The solution of the master equation (2.4) shows that
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net stimulated emission dominates spontaneous emission well above the semiclassical 
threshold, Fig. 2.2 (c). This one atom device can be thus called a laser.
Under a bad cavity limit, g «  k  , it is impossible to achieve lasing for a single-atom 
laser since the loss rate exceeds photon generation. The semiclassical formula for the 
mean photon number, Eq. (2.18), suggests that to produce a laser, the g and k  should 
satisfy the condition,
r i 2(a 2>-  r23<CT3)> 0 - 
If y23« l ,  Eq. (2.21) becomes
KYn/ g2<L (2-22)
Considering experimental feasibility, we are led to study a lower finesse cavity. It may 
be possible to achieve an atom-cavity coupling ten times both the cavity and laser 
transition decay rates, k  -  y23=0.01 y12, £ " 0 .1 y 12- Assuming the atom is at the 
center of a gaussian ring cavity mode the value of the mode function is
Iwl- (0.5^Lw2) ' 1/2 (2.23)
where L is the length of the cavity and w is the mode waist, and the Jaynes-Cummings 
coupling strength Eq. (2.2) becomes
3 yLc
Aji^Liyv /  A )^
(2.24)
If y —108 / ^, so y =y = k - = 106/s and g=107/s, the required cavity finesse,12 , , L , 23
F-nc /  2L k  , and the mode waist are related to the cavity length L in meters by
1
F=500/L, —a 2vr (2.25)
so for a cavity length of 1 cm the required finesse F=50,000 and the required mode 
waist is about five wavelengths. Similar conditions have been attained in the 
laboratory[Rempe 91]. Fig. (2.3) shows the predicted mean number of cavity photons as 
a function of the coherent pumping rate. For a pumping rate in the saturated regime,
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£=2, the net stimulated emission rate is seven times greater than the spontaneous 
emission rate, suggesting laser action is occurring. This can also be confirmed by 
examining the Q-function,
Q {a)-{a \p \a ) . (2.26)
The Q-function is defined to be the coherent state diagonal matrix elements of the density 
operator. It gives a fully quantum mechanical description of the laser. It may be 
interpreted as the joint probability distribution for measurement of the quadrature phase 
amplitudes. Q(a) at the phase plane point a  is proportional to the probability density for 
obtaining the real and imaginary parts of a  , respectively. In the Fock-atom basis the Q- 
function is
function for the intracavity field is plotted for £=1.5 in Fig. 2.4 and is typical of a laser, 
i.e., the amplitude due to the stimulated emission is much larger than the small 
fluctuation from the spontaneous emission (note: laser amplitude distribution on a 
quadrature plane can be found from ref. [Loudon 73]). It is centered on zero amplitude 
and phase symmetric, because of laser phase diffusion.
We analyse 3-level model for the incoherent pumping case in Fig. 2.1 (b). 
Considering g, y 12 »  k , from the master equation (2.4), we have
(2.27)
^ •(n ,l|p |« ,l)  -  2k  {{n + 1)(« + l,l|p |n + 1,1) -  /i(/2,1|p |ai,1))
+G'nn((n -  l,2|p|« -  1,2) -  (n,l|p|/i,l))
+ r 12(n' 2H " '2>+ yi3(n' 3l p k 3 > - r (n' 1lp K 1>> (2.28)
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Fig. 2.4 Q function for 
coherently pumped 4- 
level laser, far above 
threshold, E=1.5. The 
parameters are the same 
as Fig. 2.3. x is the real 
part of qu ad ra tu re  
amplitude, and y the 
imaginary part.
with
■^(n,2\p\n,2) -  2 k ( ( / 2  + 1 )(n + l,2|p|/i + 1,2) -  n(n,2\p\n,2)) 
-G 'n(n + l)((n,2\p\ny2) -  (n + l,l\p\n + 1,1)) 
-Y n (n'2\p\n>2) + Y23(n'M n'?>)
- __ __________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________ -  4 g 2
yi2 + ^23 + ^13 + r  + V'K" + !)) y 12 + r
(2.30)
The second approximate equality holds when y 23 + ^  >:> K • The generalized stimulated 
emission then reads
G'n[n(ny2\p\n,2) -(n  + l)(/i + lyl\p\n +1,1)]. 
The classical approximation of Eq. (2.31) is 
R \  . . , - G '  (n)A10,st_classical (n y  ' 12
where AJ2 denotes the population inversion on the lasing levels.
(2.31)
(2.32)




Fig. 2.5 Evidence for laser action in the incoherently pumped three-level one 
atom laser. In (a) and (b) the solid curves are obtained from a numerical solution 
of the master equation (2.4), and the dashed curves from the semiclassical 
approximation, (a) the mean number of photons in the cavity versus incoherent 
pumping rate I \  Semiclassical curve from Eq. (2.34). (b) Population inversion 
versus incoherent pumping rate T, Eq. (2.36). Semiclassical curve from Eq. 
(2.35). (c) Emission rate from lasing levels versus incoherent pumping rates, 
obtained from numerical solution of the master Eq. (2.4). The solid curves is the 
excess rate of stimulated emission over absorption, Eq.(2.31), and the dashed 
curve the spontaneous emission rate, Eq. (2.33). Parameters are: *-=0.08, g=l ,  
yJ2=0.5, y2 =1, Y13 "  0. All the parameter can be treated dimensionless after
scaled by y ^ .
- 3 0 -
(2.33)
The semiclassical result is obtained by solving Eq. (2.9), the steady mean number of
photons is then,
r  [Y l f + Y l ^ 1(>'l3+ ^ 3  + ^ 2 (>'l2 + r >/l] 
(«> -  ^ - ( 1 ----------------------------------------------------------)
2k4 >'23[2(>'l3 + >'23) + r ] r
'4 _ >'l3+ >'23 + r ’ 
and the population inversion reads,
(2.34)
* ( r  + y i2) / 2 <^2 « n ) > °)
Y23(r  -  / i2 )  /  ^23^12 + ^ 1 2  + ^ 2 3 ^ 1  <(") -  0 ) ’
(2.35)
Fig. 5 presents the result for the three-level system by solving Eq. (2.4) numerically, 
with parameters which might be experimentally feasible. So a larger cavity damping rate 
k  and a larger atomic decay rate are used. In Fig. 2.5 (a) the mean photon number 
is plotted as a function of incoherent pumping rate. Obviously, the full quantum 
mechanical solution and the semiclassical solution show different. This is because there 
are only two or three average photons in the cavity and so the semiclassical theory is not 
reliable. Note that the mean photon number is a decreasing function where the pump is 
sufficiently strong. We call this "self-quenching". A detailed study of self-quenching is 
present in the next chapter. Fig. 2.5(b) plots population inversion as a function of the 
incoherent pumping rate. We see that for high pumping the inversion becomes saturated, 
despite which the laser is off. Therefore the inversion cannot be the evidence of lasing 
and it is necessary to examine the stimulated emission rate. The semicalssical curve has 
two discontinuities which correspond laser on and off respectively. Fig. 2.5 (c) shows 
that stimulated emission dominates spontaneous emission into the cavity for a range of 
pumping rates. Hence despite the presence of only two to three photons in the cavity it is
^ 12_classical *  '
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reasonable to call this device a laser. This can also be identified from the Q-function plot 
for the intracavity field, Fig. 6, where a typical laser Q-function is found at pump rate
T=5. Since there is a high spontaneous emission rate and a small number of photons, the 
Q-function shows a larger fluctuations. A better laser can be obtained with a smaller
y 12-
Fig. 2.6 Q-function plots for various pumping rates, from the left-hand side 
T =0.5, 2.5, 5.5, 10, 16, evidence of lasing for the same case of Fig. 2.5.
In conclusion, we have shown that one-atom lasers may be experimentally feasible. 
Our calculations provide a theoretical method for demonstrating one-atom laser action 
and a reference for choosing parameters for one-atom laser experiments. Only difference
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between one- and many- atom lasers is that one-atom laser requires a higher finesse, 
while, theoretically, one-atom lasers require a fully quantum-mechanical treatment. In 
this study one-atom lasing has been identified by means of the net stimulated emission 
rate, population inversion, cavity photon number and Q-function. These features of 
lasers are well known for many-atom lasers. Therefore this study is reliable and 
potentially applicable for future one-atom laser experiments.
Kimble's experimental group in Caltech is proposing one-atom laser experiments 
using Caesium. One system they suggest is similar to our three-level one-atom laser, but 
with a two-photon coherent pump. Parameters they used are: g=45 MHz, k  -  8 MHz, 
y 12 -  16 MHz, y 23 “ ^ MHz, y 13 -  0. If the parameters are scaled by g making them 
dimensionless, we have k  =0.0844, y12 =0.3556, y23=0.1778, where the cavity 
parameters are close to ours. However it is found that these parameters are unlikely to 
achieve a one-atom laser under an ordinary coherent pumping according to our 
calculation, because the atomic parameters are inappropriate. More studies on some 
interesting features of one-atom lasers, such as laser-quenching, squeezing, laser 
without inversion, are discussed in the following two chapters.
Finally, I needs to state that the expectation values applied to one-atom lasers have 
the same meaning as those in many-atom lasers people are usually familiar. For instance, 
mean photon number is obtained by averaging photons observed in a unit of time based 
on a  time scaling. For a three-level system, we have
which has, as an example, been plotted in Fig. (2.7). The figure shows the probability 
of photons observed in measurements in a unit of time (note: the number of measurement 
can be very large), such as the probability of observing nine photons is 16% in the unit
00
(2.36)
where the probability of observing photons in a unit of time is 
3
(2.37)
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of time, and five photons is 4%, etc... The mean of the measurement is given by Eq. 
(2.36).
Fig. 2.7 The probability of observed photons in a unit of time versus photon 
number for a there-level single-atom laser (as an example).
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Chapter 3
Self-Quenching Lasers
In chapter two we found that for sufficiently high pumping rates the laser power was 
a decreasing function of the pumping rate in the incoherently pumped three-level one- 
atom laser with bottom lasing levels (or incoherently pumped V-type laser). We refer to 
this effect as "self-quenching". In this chapter the various self-quenching lasers are 
investigated. Self-quenching also occurs for coherently pumped three-level lasers with 
either top or bottom lasing levels. We refer to these as the coherently pumped A-type 
laser (Raman laser) and coherently pumped V-type laser respectively. A two-level laser 
is the simplest model amongst self-quenching lasers. The self-quenching is likely to be 
particularly significant for one atom lasers because they must be pumped hard to produce 
a significant amount of light and have a small atom-cavity coupling strength. In addition, 
we demonstrate that the models for the coherently pumped three-level lasers have the 
feature of laser without inversion.
3.1 Two-level laser model
The self-quenching is a classical phenomenon, hence it can be well treated by a 
semiclassical theory provided there are many photons and the spontaneous emission is 
negligible. This is most likely for a many-atom system. In this section we wish to study
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how the atom number affects the laser-quenching, so N  atoms are assumed in the 
system. Since a two-level laser is the simplest model of self-quenching laser, we choose 
it as our first topic.
K
ii)
Fig. 3.1 Schematic diagrams for modelled two-level self-quenching laser. The 
arrow labels correspond to terms in Eq. (2.4).
The schematic diagram of the incoherently pumped two-level self-quenching laser is 
shown in Fig 3.1. The semiclassical equations derived from the master equation (2.4), 
are,
{a) -  - k (o) + g(a~2),
{On) -  - ^ ( y 12 + r ) ( a f 2) + g(a)(CT2>, (3.1)
{ o z) -  - ( y 12 + n < a 2) -  m  + r  -  4g(a> (af2>.
where ( a z) -  (a 2) -  (cq). Others variables and parameters have the same definition as 
those in Chapter 2. For a multi-atom laser we adopt the following standard scaling of the 
variables,
(a)-VN(ä),  (o~2) - W(ct“2), (ct2) - N < ct2), 
where N  denotes the number of atoms, and then the multi-atom semiclassical equation 
read,
(a) -  - k{ö) + V)vg(öf2),
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(3.2)( ° \ l )  *  ~ j (Y12 +  r X ^ 1 2 >  +  V N ^ ( 0 ) < ctz ) ,
(ö-2> -  -(V l2 + n ( ä 2) -  Yl + r  -  4V W «(ö)(äf2).
Setting the derivatives to zero we may find the stationary solution for the mean photon 
number per atom above threshold
< « > - & r - r i 2 - ^ ( r i2 + r)2 ]. (3.3)
According to this formula the mean photon number has a quadratic dependence on the 
pumping rate. The mean photon number is zero for
Ng2 Ng‘
—  ~ y  i 2 ±  — 11 -
4 * T i (3.4)
The smaller zero is the laser threshold pumping rate while the larger zero is the self­
quenching pumping rate. The pumping rate at which the photon number starts to 
decrease with increasing pumping rate is halfway between these two values.
start -  y i 2 ‘ (3.5)
Fig. 3.2 shows the mean cavity photon number as a function of pumping rate for the one 
atom, N= 1, two-level laser.
Since the pumping rate at which self-quenching starts, Eq. (3.5), increases with the 
numbers of atoms in the laser, self-quenching will be enhanced in few atom lasers. Other 
conditions favouring the occurrence of self-quenching are a large cavity loss rate, k  , and 
a small Jaynes-Cummings atom-cavity coupling strength, g. These conditions suggest 
that for the same cavity environment a single-atom laser should be easier to turn off by 
self-quenching than a multi-atom laser.
The reason for self-quenching can be identified in the semiclassical equations (3.1). 
The equation for the atomic polarization, ( a p ) ,  has a pumping term proportional to the 
sum of the spontaneous emission and incoherent pumping rates. As the polarization is 
damped to zero at large pumping rates the source term, g(a ^2), in the field amplitude
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equation becomes zero and so the field drops to zero.
Fig. 3.2 Mean cavity photon number versus incoherent pumping rate for the 
two-level one-atom laser under the semiclassical approximation, Eq. (3.3). The 
parameters: g=l, ic=0.05, and y12= 2. All parameters have been scaled by g.
3.2 V-type laser models
In this section we start the study of some models of self-quenching lasers which may 
be experimentally feasible. We consider in this section either incoherent or coherent 
pumping three-level laser with bottom lasing levels, Fig. 2 (b). In the incoherent pumped 
model, an incoherent pumping is applied on the transition II) -►13). The lasing 
transition occurs between II) and 12). The full quantum study has been presented in 
Chapter two. We hence give only the semiclassical solution.
Assuming yi3=0, the semi-classical version of the three-level incoherently-pumped 
laser equation (2.9) yield the following expression for the semiclassical lasing threshold,
^threshold _inc“  2 r m c o s(e  + 4 *  /  3) -  /  3, (3.6)
with
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, 2 g1
w  “  r 12y 23 ^ 1 2 + —  ) / ( r i 2  +
The pumping rate at which the laser turns completely off is
r $ j » c “ 2rl/3cos(0)- “ /3 ’ (3.7)
provided this is greater than the laser threshold. The laser photon number starts 
decreasing at the pumping rate
where yj 3 and y \2 have been set equal to zero.
The laser self-quenching can be seen in the expression for the excess of stimulated 
emission over absorption, Eq. (2.30), since the coefficient G'n decreases with increasing 
pumping rate. As for the two-level case, the reason for self-quenching is the loss of 
coherence between the lasing levels due to strong incoherent pumping, which may be 
identified from the semiclassical equation (2.9). A N-atom system can be simply 
introduced by changing g to gV N .
We now consider the coherently pumped V-type laser. A coherent pumping field is
r (V)
start _inc 2Ä1/3 cos[^ a r c c o s ( - ^ ) ]  - 1  y 23, (3.8)
with
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applied to the transition II) -*l 3). The lasing transition also occurs between II) and 12). 
The mean photon number for the full quantum-mechanical solution is obtained by using 
one-step Euler method from master equation (2.4), and the semiclassical version is 
obtained from Eq. (2.9),
<«> -  [d5 + [d]  + 4g2(l -  d2)d3d6]m )/2g2(d2 -  1 (3.10)
Y n  +  Y 23 " A d  Y n ( Y n  + Y  is + r 2 3> + 2 £ 2 1
d , ------------------- S _ i -------------------------------------- ,
Yi2 + 2 Yii + 2 y23 
d 2 -  l ' l 2 A ) ' l 2  +  2 >'l3 + 2 >'23)-
d3 « —2 kt/ [ y23(1 + d2) + y12],
4 * "  Y&O- "  + d2) +
d5 -  - £ 2(1 + 2d2)d3 + [g2dA + d7d3/4 ](l -  d2) + g2d{ + Kyn / 2, 
d6 -  £ 2[1 -  2« -  (1 + 2d2)d4] -  jL[g(  1 -  d2)d4 -  gd, -  -A22-]
+ K-£2(y 13+ y 23) / 2^2,
< * 7 - ( > ' l 2 + >'l3+ >'23)(>'l3+ >'23)-
The mean photon number as a function of coherent pumping rate is plotted in Fig. 3.3 
for two different y23» with self-quenching evidently occurring for sufficiently high 
coherent pumping. Obviously, a larger y 23 rnay delay the laser-quenching. This can be 
verified by the pumping rate at which the laser completely turns off,
( 3 J 1 )
which is obtained by setting ( n) -  0 in the semiclassical solution, Eq. (3.10), where we 
have set y13 -  y12 -  0. Eq. (3.11) suggests that a smaller coupling strength g, and a 
larger cavity decay rate k  favour self-quenching. Eq. (3.11) also suggests that condition 
of gain be
Q < E < ^ g 2Y2J l K . (3.12)
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when Y \3 " Y 12~ °-
For an ordinary laser theory, such as Haken's laser theory, population inversion is a 
key factor for achieving lasing and is also satisfied in our previous study. However this 
system provides us with an interesting feature of laser, namely laser without inversion 
[Agarwal 91*].
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
E
Fig. 3.3 Mean photon number versus coherent pumping strength, for the one- 
atom coherently pumped V-type lasers. The solid curve represents full quantum- 
mechanical resolution, and the longer dashed curve is the semiclassical version. 
The parameters for them: g=l, ic=0.02, yp =0.01, y 13=0, y23 -  1. The shorter 
dashed curve represents the solution for a greater y 23, y 23=40. Also a greater k  
is chosen, k =0.12, for obtaining an appropriate photon number. The laser is 
realised from full population inversion for the case of smaller y23(cf. Fig. 3.4). 
All parameters have been scaled by g.
The semiclassical population inversion is given by
{n )d^ (  1 -  dy )  -  ^2 ^ 4  above threshold
A12 “  *
^13+ ^23





h -  [8E2 + y13(y,3 + y23)]/[4£2  + J'l3<>'l3 + 1'23>]’ 
where parameters d i have been given in Eq. (3.10). The full quantum solution for the 
population inversion is obtained from Eq. (2.4) using the one-step Euler method. The 
population inversion as a function of pumping rate for both quantum and semiclassical 
cases is plotted in Fig. 3.4. Comparing Fig. 3.4 with Fig. 3.3, it is found that in suitable 
pumping ranges the laser may be realised without inversion for smaller y23> 
namely, / 23 “ 1. However the laser will occur by an inverted atom in whole pumping 
range when y23 is larger, y23 -  40. We hence conclude that a laser without inversion 
will be replaced by a laser with inversion if the spontaneous emission rate y23 is much 
greater than the cavity-atom coupling strength g. This is reasonable, because y23 is 
responsible to the electrons dropping from level three to level two. This feature due to 
y 23 will be used to study laser linewidth narrowing in next chapter.
<n 0.4
Fig. 3.4 Population inversion versus coherent pumping rate. The same case as 
Fig. 3.3. The solid curve represents full quantum-mechanical resolution. The 
longer dashed curve is the semiclassical version. The shorter dashed curve and 
the dash-dotted curve show the semiclassical results for y23=5 and y23=40 
respectively. All parameters have been scaled by g
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Fig. 3.5 Q-function for the case existing laser without population inversion. 
The 3-D graphs are for £=0.01, 1.0, 3.5, 3.7, 5.0 (from the left-hand side). 
Good lasers can be seen when no inversion. The self-quenching occurs in larger 
pumping rates. Parameters: g -  1, k -  0.02, y12 -  0.01, y 23 -  1, y13 -  0. 
All parameters have been scaled by g
The only evidence of lasing has been the intracavity photon number, Fig. 3.3. The 
lasing may also be checked by Q-function. Using the Q-function formula given in 
Chapter 2, we plot Q-function in Fig. 3.5, where a good laser feature at E - 3.5 is 
viewed. This evidently shows that the laser exists without inversion.
The occurrence of the laser quenching for coherently pumped V-type lasers is due to 
an AC-Stark splitting of the atomic levels, deferent from the incoherent pumping case. 
This can be understood by using the analysis of dressed states[Gheri 91]. When the 
pumping is very hard, the lasing transitions between the dressed-states are substantially
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detuned from the cavity resonance, which results in the halt of the lasing. An evidence is 
that the population inversion is saturated when the lasing has turned off, as shown in 
Fig. 3.4.
Fig. 3.6 Schematic diagrams for modelled three-level self-quenching laser with 
upper lasing levels(Raman lasers). The arrow labels corresponds to terms in Eq. 
(2.4).
3.3 A-type laser model
The coherently pumped A-type laser model is shown in Fig. 3.6. A coherent pump 
field is added between 11) and 13). The lasing transition occurs between 12) and 13) in 
resonance with the cavity. These sort of lasers are usually called Raman lasers. The 
Raman lasers are a good model for achieving lasing without inversion[Agarwal 912, 
Ritsch 91]. We here find that self-quenching also occurs.
The quantum-mechanical model is described by the master equation (2.4), which is 
also solved by the one-step Euler method[Savage, 88]. The semiclassical motion 
equations derived from master equation (2.4) for this system are
(a) -  -K-<a) + g (a J 3),
-  £(o£3) + s(at><CT" > -  i  y12<af2),
<äf3> -  - <CTi>) - g(a)(a n )  -  |-(yi3 + Y z i ) { ° ü >•
( a 23> -  ~E(o *2) + g((a){a2) -  <a>(aj>) -  ^ ( y 12 + y ,3 + y23) < ^ ’
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<CT,) -  E d o f J  + ( a f 3»  + y 1 2 (<72> + y 1 3 ( 0 3 ),
( o 2) -  «((a1) ^ )  + <a)(o|3)) + y23( a 3) -  y12( a 2).
(3.15)
and complex conjugate equations. Solving these equations for a stationary state we 
obtain the semiclassical mean photon number,
where
<»>- [-C + (c2
! £ l ^ )l/2]
Y l 2
^  + \  )(r
l ' l f 2 2
13 +
-  ^ [ £ 2(2c3/ c2 -  1) + + (r,3 + r 23>2/ 4c2]-
o ' I2r2
c2 - s [ ( y 13+ y 23)/) 'i2 + i'23/i'i2 + *]•
c3 “ y  t2 £ 2 A l 2  + ^ 1 2  + Vl3 + 1'23>]-
(3.16)
Fig. 3.7 plots the mean photon number as a function of the pumping field. Clearly the 
self-quenching occurs when the coherent pumping is sufficiently strong.
Setting the semiclassical mean photon number equal to zero, we obtain the pumping 
rate at which the laser completely turns off,
(3.17)
where we have assumed y 13 -  y 23 " 0 . Eq. (3.17) implies that the turn-off can be 
retarded with larger g  and y 12, or smaller k  . The lasing condition can be expressed to 
be
0 < £ < i [ y , 2Q>2/»c + y12)]1/2, (3.18)
when y 13 -  y 23 “ 0 -
The semiclassical version of population inversion is obtained by solving Eq. (3.15)
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Fig. 3.7 Mean photon number versus coherent pumping rate for the one-atom
A-type laser. The solid curve represents the full quantum-mechanical solution, 
and the longer dashed curve is the semiclassical version, Eq. (3.16), where the 
parameters are: g=l ,  ic=0.02, y12=l, yi3=0, y23 =0.01. The shorter dashed 
curve represents the result for grater y12, y12=20. Also a greater k  , k  =0.047, 
is chosen for obtaining an appropriate photon number in the later case. All 
parameters have been scaled by g.
E
Fig. 3.8 The inversion versus coherent pumping strength, for the same case as 
Fig. 3.7. The solid curve represents the full quantum-mechanical solution with 
y12=l and the longer dashed curve is the semiclassical version. The shorter 
dashed curve is for the semiclassical solution with y12=5, and the dash-dotted 
curve is for the semiclassical solution with y12=20.
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((«) > 0 )
(3.19)
c3 (1 1, 23) 2k (h)
c2 Vl2^ 12
( l - - ^ ) / [ 2 -123 + (y23 + ^13) ] (<«) -0)
Kl2 /  V12
where c2, c3 have been given in (3.16). In Fig. 3.8 we plot the population inversion for 
both full quantum and semiclassical solutions. From Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 we see that the 
laser operates without population inversion in certain coherent pumping range provided 
y12 is properly chosen. Meanwhile, adjusting to appropriate parameters, we can also 
achieve a laser with population inversion. The laser without inversion will not be 
achievable provided
(2 E 2 + Y n f o / g  -  2£V2y12A - ( 2 £ 2 + r 122/2 )/« 2 > 0, (3.20)
which is obtained from Eq. (3.19), where we have assumed y13 = y23 = 0- Eq. (3.20) 
suggests that a larger y12 destroy the laser without inversion. Evidently, as shown in 
Fig. 3.8, when y12=20 the population inversion happens in whole pumping ranges. 
This is reasonable because the a faster y 12 favours spontaneous emission between level 
2 and level 1, which reduces population in level 2.
As before, the lasing has been verified by calculating the Q-function, but we do not 
present the plot. Also, similar to the coherently pumped V-type laser, the self-quenching 
m^y be also explained to be due to the AC-Stark splitting.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the various self-quenching lasers for two- and 
three-level systems. In the study on three-level lasers, we restrict our discussion for one- 
atom lasers. However it is quite easy to transfer the results into A-atom systems when 
changing g  into V ^g. Since the atom-cavity coupling strength g is partly responsible for 
the self-quenching, the pump range in which one-atom lasing occurs may be quite 
narrow for small g. Therefore this study is significant for one-atom experiments.
For the coherent pumping systems, the quenching is due to the AC-Stark splitting of
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atomic levels caused by both the pump field and cavity field[Ritsch 92]. This can be 
understood by the introduction of the dressed state picture, i.e. the lasing transition is 
detuned from the cavity resonance and is finally forbidden when the pumping is 
sufficient hard. For the incoherent pumping systems, the turn-off may be explained by 
the destruction of the lasing coherence directly by the incoherent pump field. This can be 
identified from the semiclassical equations and Gn which is proportional to stimulated 
emission rate. Reader might suspect that there might be a splitting happening to an 
incoherently pumped system, because of the cavity field. But it is not complete correct, 
because the cavity field is too weak to cause a significant splitting (for the average of 10- 
20 photons/atom in the cavity). I have checked both the fluorescent and transmitted 
spectrum and found no any evidence of the splitting.
It is noted that a self-quenching fibre laser model similar to our V-type lasers has 
been experimentally demonstrated[Ralph 93]. The physical mechanism of the quenching 
for the fibre laser model is that an extra pump between level 2 and level 3 causes an 
excited state absorption so that the pumping on level 2 is reduced, rather than the 
destruction of the lasing coherence and AC-Stark splitting.
The laser without inversion has been demonstrated in the coherently pumped three- 
level models. The A-configuration laser is a typical Raman laser, so the lasing without 
inversion is its nature. The V-type lasers are also demonstrated to be a good model to 
achieve uninvested lasing. Since laser without population inversion and self-quenching 
occur, the population inversion no longer is a good argument of judging lasing in 
coherently pumped three-level lasers. An appropriate method to judge lasing is to 
calculate the net stimulated emission rate introduced in Chapter 2. However we did not 
apply this method, instead, we calculated intracavity photon number and Q-function 
which are good enough as evidence of lasing.
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Chapter 4
Sub-Poissonian Lasers and 
Laser Linewidth
In this chapter we numerically investigate sub-Poissonian lasers based on the rate­
matching mechanism, and laser linewidth for three- and four-level one-atom lasers. 
Unlike other models, the systems we consider are modelled by the master equations 
which are exactly solved. The results are not specific to one-atom lasers. However it is 
useful to study laser properties with the fully quantized one-atom model. In addition, we 
also analyse sub-Poissonian lasers without population inversion and their relevant 
feature, laser linewidth quenching. Importantly, we show that the intensity squeezing 
and the linewidth suppression may simultaneously occur in coherently pumped three- 
level lasers.
4.1 Sub-Poissonian lasers
It is predicted that sub-Poissonian light can be generated from a conventional multi­
level laser using a rate-matching method[Khazanov 90, Ralph 91, Savage 92^, Ritsch 
91, 92] which is different from the regular pumping mechanism for reducing population 
fluctuation [Golubev 84, Haake 89, Marte 89, Benkert 90, Yamamoto 86]. The basic
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requirement for obtaining sub-Poissonian light, without regular pumping, is that 
pumping from the lower lasing level to the the upper lasing level have at least two steps. 
Hence at least a three-level laser is needed to produce sub-Poissonian light. For example, 
as shown in Fig. 2.1 (a), for the four-level model the electrons are pumped through the 
path
|2)— ik -» |l)  £(r> >|4)— >|3),
where the three steps in the pumping cycle are the atomic spontaneous emission at rate 
7 l2»the coherent (incoherent) pumping and atomic the spontaneous emission at rate 
734. In Ralph and Savage’s simple model[Ralph 91^] the laser noise is associated with 
the atomic transition time in the pump cycle.
In this study the rate-matching method is applied to achieve one-atom sub-Poissonian 
lasers in the four-level system, Fig. 2.1 (a), as well as three-level systems, Fig. 2.1(b) 
and Fig. 3.1. The physical mechanism for producing a sub-Poissonian laser without 
regular pumping is depicted by Ralph and Savage[Ralph 912] using a simple model, 
where a relationship between the variance in the time for pumping an electron to the 
upper lasing level through a pumping cycle and the photon number variance of the output 
is established. The mean number of photons {n) that arrive at the output in a time T is 
given by (n)=T/(t), where (t) is the mean time for the electron to arrive in the upper 
lasing level. The relationship between photon statistics and transition time statistics is
<An2>/<n>2 = «A r> /< r»2 , (4.1)
where {At) is the standard deviation of the mean photon number (n) arrival times given 
by
(At) = At / y[{n)
where At denotes the standard deviation of one arrival time. Using this in Eq. (4.1) we 
obtained the spectral variance at zero frequency
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(4.2)V(co = 0) (A «2)
< « >
A;2
where the approximate equality holds if the squeezing is not too large. At and t are 
determined by the atomic and pumping parameters [Ralph 912], The other good physical 
explanation of noise reduction has been given by Ritsch etc. using a dressed state 
picture[Ritsch 92].
We now focus on our calculational method for achieving the sub-Poissonian lasers. 
The deviation of the photon statistics from Poissonian is quantified by the ratio of the 
variance to the mean, i.e., the Fano factor
F = <'n ) - { " )  (4.3)
< " >
The squeezing spectra outside the cavity is associated with the cavity relaxation time and 
the outside cavity field. We assume here that the light transmitted by the cavity mirror is 
described by the quantized fie Id [Gardiner 85^]
aout(t) = aQ(t) + *j2ica(t) , (4.4)
where a (f) and a^(t) are annihilation operators associated to the output field and the 
mode outside the cavity respectively. With a vacuum field outside cavity, the transmitted 
intensity squeezing spectra can then be expressed to be[Golubev 84, Ritsch 90]
S(co) = 1 + 4KT[Re[Jo dz txp ( im ) (g {2\ r )  - (n)2)]} /  {n), (4.5)
where co is the spectral frequency and the second order correlation function is defined to 
be
g^2\ z )  = lim (a \ t ) a \ t  + z)a(t  + r)a(t)).  (4.6)
t—¥ 00
Note that g^2\ t )  and (n) correspond to the inside cavity field. In Eq. (4.5) the 
contribution from the flat shot noise is defined as one. S(co) equal to 0 corresponds to
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perfectly regular photon arrivals, e.g. a photon number state, one corresponds to 
Poissonian photon arrival, and between zero and one is referred to as sub-Poissonian 
statistics.
In our calculation, g ^ \ z )  is found using[Gardiner 851]
g(2\ z )  = Tr{a\t)a(t)exp(Lz)[a(t)p(t)a\t)]}, (4.7)
which is valid for Markoffian systems. The density operator corresponds to the 
stationary solution of Eq. (2.4).
CO
Fig. 4.1 Squeezing spectrum outside the cavity for coherently pumped 4-level 
case, eq. (4.5). cd is the circular frequency scaled by y12. The atomic parameters 
used are the same as Fig. 2.3, and g=l, x-=0.01, E=0.5.
In the following, we first consider four-level systems. We only present the results 
for the coherently pumped four-level laser. The incoherently pumped four-level laser 
behaves similarly. Fig. 4.1 plots the intensity squeezing spectrum. The Fano factor for 
the field outside the cavity, which is the zero frequency intensity squeezing, can be 
obtained from the Fano factor inside the cavity, because the transmitted Mandel Q-
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parameter { Q - F - 1) is about a factor of two over the intracavity one [Ritsch 911]. For 
the case of Fig. 4.1 the Q-parameters inside and outside the cavity are respective -0.34 
and -0.704. So the ratio of the Q-parameter outside the cavity to inside the cavity is about 
2.07. This is to be compared with the ratio of two predicted when the intensity squeezing 
spectrum is Lorentzian[Ritsch 91 *]. We have confirmed by direct calculation of the zero 
frequency intensity squeezing that the Q-parameter outside the cavity is always a factor 
of 2.07 greater than that of the light inside cavity, for the parameter ranges we consider.
Assuming here that there is a reasonably slow spontaneous decay rate between lasing 
levels, /2 3 =0*01, we plot the Fano factor of the output field as a function of the 
coherent pumping rate for different atom-cavity coupling rates in Fig. 4.2. When g is 
small, i.e., g=0.1, super-Poissonian light is produced. This implies that noise from the 
lasing transition has destroyed the sub-Poissonian statistics. Make g larger, g = l ,  
strongly sub-Poissonian light can be produced. The sub-Poissonian light has F=0.295 
at coherent pumping rate 0.5. In this case the Fano factor agrees well with that predicted 
by the simple statistical theory of the squeezed laser[Ralph 912]. Since this approach 
also works well for multi-atom lasers we conclude that provided the atom cavity 
coupling is sufficiently large the physics of the squeezed one atom laser is the same as 
that of squeezed multi-atom lasers. However if g is not so large, a multi-atom laser will 
be able to improve squeezing, since increasing atom number has similar effect to making 
the atom-cavity coupling stronger. This suggests that the sub-Poissonian light from a 
two-atom laser is better than that from a single-atom laser if g  is small enough to make 
the noise from the lasing transition significant.
To confirm this point we solve the coherently pumped two-atom four-level laser with 
the same atomic parameters expect for smaller g , g=0.5. Since the calculation becomes 
expensive for two atoms (see the discussion after Eq. (2.5)), we only solve for a few 
coherent pumping fields, namely E - 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5. The Fano factors associated to 
these pumping fields are found to be F=0.641, 0.436 0.331, 0.301 in comparison with
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the single-atom laser F=0.645, 0.442, 0.336, 0.305. The light from the two-atom laser 
is slightly more sub-Poissonian because the effective atom-cavity coupling constant is 
increased by the square root of the number of atoms, i.e.,V2g.
E
Fig. 4.2 The Fano factor of the laser output field versus coherent pumping field 
for the four-level one-atom laser. Solid curve is for g=l; dashed curve is for 
g=0.1, The prediction of the simple statistical model[Ralph 912](not plotted), for 
g=l, agrees very well with the numerically computed curve. Other parameters are 
the same as those in Fig. 4.1.
The rate-matching method used above performs well in reducing intensity noise for 
conventional multi-level lasers. We here seek to examine whether it is an appropriate 
method for one-atom lasers without population inversion. The intensity noise reduction 
in laser without inversion for a type of A-type laser with two pumps(different to ours) 
has been studied by Gheri and Walls[Gheri 92] by solving the Ito calculus stochastic 
differential equation with the approximation of large atom number. They obtained a 
minimum intensity fluctuation 50% less than the shot noise of conventional lasers. This 
agrees with the result for incoherently pumped three-level lasers[Ralph 912]. Ritsch et
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al. [Ritsch 92] also investigated the noise reduction for Raman lasers similar to our 
coherently pumped A-type laser, but they restricted their study for certain parameter 
ranges, such as a large y12. Although this restriction produces the best squeezing, it 
could make the atoms be inverted(cf. Fig. 3.9). It is noted that they have obtained a 50% 
intracavity intensity squeezing, which is equivalent to an approximate 100% transmitted 
intensity squeezing. Without any restriction, our study is concerned with the sub- 
Poissonian, one-atom lasers without inversion for both coherently pumped V- and A- 
type lasers.
E
Fig. 4.3 The Fano factor of the laser output field versus coherent pumping field 
for three-level, one-atom lasers. The solid curve represents the V-type laser with 
Y 23=1» and the short dashed curve with y 23=5. The l°nger dashed curve is for 
the A-type laser with y12 =1, and the dot-dashed curve with yJ2=5. The other 
parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.7.
The transmitted Fano factor is calculated using the master equation (2.4) and the 
squeezing spectrum. Resulting Fano factors for both three-level models are plotted in 
Fig. 4.3, which should be compared with Figures (3.3), (3.4), (3.7), and (3.8)
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respectively. We see that intensity squeezings have been achieved under lasing without 
inversion in a wide pumping range. For the A-type laser, Fig. 4.3 shows that the 
minimum Fano factor F=0.32 for y 12=l anc* ^=0.0592(or a 95% squeezing) for 
y 12=5. A 100% of squeezing is likely to be obtained, provided y 12 is sufficiently large, 
agreeing with that Ritsch et al.[Ritsch 92]. From Fig. 3.8, we find that a large y 12 
makes atoms inverted, but for a reasonably large y12, say y 12=5, a S00^ noise 
reduction can also be achieved from non-inverted atoms. The V-type laser behaves 
similarly. A good sub-Poissonian laser without inversion can be achieved by a larger
^ 23'
4.2 Laser linewidth
The spectral linewidth for single-atom sub-Poissonian lasers is investigated in this 
section. The laser linewidth is defined to be the half-width of the laser spectrum at half­
power. A simple expression for a normal laser linewidth is due to Schawlow and 
Townes' formula[Schawlow 58, Loudon 73]
which can be obtained from the uncertainty principle. The more exact formula of a 
normal laser linewidth above threshold is given by Haken[Haken, 70]
This formula was obtained by treating the lasing levels as a 2-level laser and by 
assuming g » k , Y23- A characteristic feature of these formulae is that the laser 
linewidth decreases with increasing laser power, i.e. with (n). The laser linewidth can 
be understood as due to phase fluctuations caused by spontaneous emission into the laser 
mode[Loudon 73]. Our numerical study on the laser linewidth follows.
The output field is described by Eq. (4.4), constructed by an inside cavity mode and
Aco -  k  / (n), (4.8)
(4.9)
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a vacuum field. The transmitted laser spectrum is given by
S((o) -  ^  hm i Re/ 0 ex p ( - /« r r ) ( a ^ ( 0 a OMr(r + r))dr}  (4.10)
where A is a normalization constant. Since the vacuum field does not contribute when 
the operators are in normal order, the laser spectrum outside cavity is
S(cu) -  A lim {ReJ*0 c x p ( - ia ) r ) (a \ t )a ( t  + z))dT},  (4.11)
whereco is the circular frequency (depending on the scaling). The first order correlation 
function ( a \ t ) a ( t  + t ) )  is expressed to be[Gardiner 85*]
( a \ t ) a ( t  + r)> -  TrfaW^tpCO^Cf)]). (4.12)
which is valid for Markoffian systems. In the limit t -* oo, p ( t ) is the stationary 






Fig. 4.4 Linewidth of the four-level laser versus the coherent pumping field, 
from Eq. (4.11) for the same case as Fig. 4.2. The solid curve is for g= l, 
corresponding to sub-Poissonian statistics; and the dashed curve is for g=0.1, 
corresponding to super-Poisson statistics.
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The linewidth of the coherently pumped four-level laser is shown as a function of 
coherent pumping rate in Fig. 4.4, which should be compared with the corresponding 
Fano factor graph, Fig. 4.2. For a cavity-field coupling of g=0.1 the laser output is 
super-Poissonian and the laser linewidth increases with pumping rate. This conventional 
behaviour is not followed when g  is increased g= l, so that the laser output becomes 
sub-Poissonian. In this case the laser linewidth increases with the pumping rate. 
Presumably, decreased photon number fluctuations are associated with increased phase 
fluctuations, giving an increased phase diffusion rate and consequent increased 
linewidth. Note however that the linewidth does not decrease after the squeezing starts to 
degrade, above £=0.5. This is because other factors, such as the electron population 
population on lasing levels, must also be considered, Eq. (4.9).
E
Fig. 4.5 Laser linewidth A cd versus the coherent pumping rate. The solid 
curve represents the A-type sub-Poissonian laser, for the same case as y12=l 
Fig. 3.7.
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Agarwal[Agarwal 912] showed that a laser without inversion may have a much 
narrower linewidth than in conventional lasers. But this work did not include the 
linewidth behavior when sub-Poissonian statistics occurs. This feature was revealed by 
Ritsch et al. with a Raman laser[Ritsch 92], similar to the A-type laser in Fig. 3.1, but 
they considered the limit of a small pump rate.
The laser linewidth narrowing can be explained to be due to the suppression of 
spontaneous emission. When the lasing occurs without inversion, the population on the 
upper lasing level is much smaller than the population on lower lasing level. Thus we 
can expect the spontaneous emission between lasing levels is rather smaller than 
compared to a conventional laser. Since the spontaneous emission is mostly responsible 
for the laser linewidth, the laser linewidth is expected to be much narrower than an 
incoherently pumped laser generated by inverted atoms.
Our study is suitable for all parameter ranges, so avoids the insufficiency in the 
previous work mentioned above and allows us to investigate whether or not the laser 
linewidth suppression occurs to the one-atom sub-Poissonian lasers for whole range of 
pump rates. Fig. 4.5 plots the resulting linewidths for coherently pumped A-type lasers. 
They are substantially different from the four-level lasers, for which the linewidth 
suppression are shown for a wide pump range. Meanwhile a good intensity squeezing 
occurs(cf. Fig. 4.3). This feature is ruled out provided the coherent driving field 
becomes sufficiently strong. The minimum linewidth in Fig 4.5 is about 0.002 g, which 
is much smaller than the Schawlow-Townes linewidth, 0.0066 g. The linewidth 
narrowing for coherently pumped V-type laser also occurs, but because of the laser- 
frequency splitting for some pumping ranges, we do not present the result (which will be 
discussed in a subsequent paper).
If we choose parameters which take the system out of the regime of lasing without 
inversion, such as a larger y12 the A-type laser and a large y23 m  the V-type laser, 
the suppression of linewidth will not happen. Also, for the incoherently pumped 3-level
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lasers, which does not allow lasing without inversion, the laser linewidth will be an 
increasing function of the pumping rate due to the intensity noise suppression, similar to 
the four-level lasers (the calculational results are not presented).
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the sub-Poissonian statistics and novel 
linewidth behavior for coherently pumped three- and four-level lasers and shown that 
both coherently pumped A- and V-type lasers are very promising candidates as laser 
sources with narrow linewidth, low noise and without population inversion. Our study 
has shown that the lasers without inversion preform better in intensity noise reduction 
than conventional multi-level lasers. It has been also shown that a conventional sub- 
Poissonian laser has a wider linewidth, but sub-Poissonian lasers without inversion 
suppress their linewidth.
Taking advantage of our calculational method, we have demonstrated that the sub- 
Poissonian statistics and laser linewidth suppression can simultaneously exist in a wide 
parameter range. This was not clear in previous studies.[Agarwal 912, Ritsch 92] We 
have revealed that appropriately choosing atomic parameters y l2 for the A-type laser and 
Y 23 for V-type laser leads to very different results about intensity squeezing and laser 
linewidth. Large values of such parameters(scaled by g) allow us to achieve good 
squeezing, but cause a wide linewidth due to population inversion. Quite the contrary, if 
we choose small values.
The advantage of this study has been that we use the full quantum-mechanical 
method with an exact solution without using the many-atom approximation. Therefore 
the result we have achieved more realistically describes the physical systems, 
particaularly for one-atom lasers.
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Chapter 5
Parametric Amplifiers in Phase Noise 
Limited Optical Communication
The remaining are devoted to the theory of quantum optical amplifiers. The studies 
concern the applications and fundamental theory of light amplification. In this chapter we 
explore a significant application for parametric amplifiers based on a fully quantum- 
mechanical solution. We verify that the nonlinear Kerr effect limits the range of coherent 
communication systems using laser amplifiers and show that parametric amplifiers avoid 
the limitation. This method is novel in that we use quantum optical master equations to 
model the communication systems. These are solved numerically for system with either 
laser amplifiers or parametric amplifiers, with and without the nonlinear Kerr effect.
5.1 Quantum theory of linear amplifiers and phase noises
We consider a general amplifier system, Fig. 5.1. This system includes both 
amplifiers and fibres. Quantum amplifier theory has been very generally studied by 
Caves[Caves 81] and Yamamoto [Yamamoto 86]. A limitation of this theory is that it 
cannot describe the light in a nonlinear fibre, so insufficient for our analysis. This theory 






Fig. 5.1 Schematic diagram of our model communication system. The graph 
above the laser shows the transmitted coherent states on the amplitude phase 
plane. The state representing 0 has a positive amplitude, while the state 
representing 1 has a negative amplitude. The area of the circles represents 
quantum noise in the amplitude.
A light pulse can be represented by boson annihilation a and creation a  ^ operators, 
which preserve the boson commutation relation [a, a^ ] -  1. They can be separated into 
two Hermitian components and a2,
tfj and a2 are the "in-phase" and "quadrature" field component operators given by
which are the quantum mechanical observables to be used in our model. We assume the 
amplitude quadrature to be ay A phase-locked loop detection system tracks the signal 
phase as it rotates owing to fiber propagation. Hence the quadratures are understood to 
be suitably rotated so that the signal is always in the 1 quadrature. This is regarded as the 




<Aa,2) -  ( a 2) -  (a ,)2, (A -  (a22) - (5.3)
which can be further expressed to be
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(5.4)(Aöj2) -  ^ [ ( ö2) + ((a 1)2) + 2( J a )  + 1 -  ((a) + (fl1))2],
(Aö22) " ^ 2(flta) + 1 " (q2) ~ ((flt)2) + « a> -  (ö1))2]. (5.5)
On the right-hand sides of Eq. (5.4) and (5.5) the expectation values associated with a 
and a  ^ in our model can be obtained by solving the master equations. For a coherent 
state, ( Atfj2) -  (Aa22) - 1 / 4 ,  which satisfy the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
(Aa,2)(A a22)- 1 / 1 6 .  (5.6)
The signal-to-noise ratio is defined by
SNR -  /  (Aa,2), (5.7)
as we have assumed the signal is carried by the amplitude quadrature. Following 
Yamamoto and Haus[Yamamoto 86, 89], the quantum theory of linear amplifiers is 
reviewed in the following. We assume that the input mode is denoted by a and the 
output mode is denoted by b . A linear amplifier relates the input and output modes by
* , - ^ a 1 + N ,, (5.8)
b2 -  JC 2a2 + N2, (5.9)
where gain G^  is for the power of the in-phase component aj and G2 is for the power of 
the amplitude quadrature a2. Nj and N2 are noise operators corresponding to the 
spontaneous emission and having zero expectation value. The operators of input and 
output modes preserve the boson commutation relations
[av a2] -  [bv b2] -  i / 2, (5.10)
which requires that
INv N2] - j d - j G f a ) .  (5.11)
Here we have assumed that the amplifier noise is uncorrelated with the input mode, i.e.
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The commutation relation (5.11) implies the uncertainty principle
(AW12)(a n | ) S ^ ( 1 - >/ G ^ ) 2. (5.12)
Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) imply that the output signal amplitude are
(Z?|) “  (by) “ ^jGyiüy) . (5.13)
and noise variance
<Ai,2) -  G,<Afl,2) + (AA/j2), 
<Ai22> -  G2(Aa22) + <AlV22),
(5.14)
(5.15)
where (A/Vj) and (A/V|) are the amplifier noise due to the atomic spontaneous emission, 
which inevitably occurs for the amplification. The output signal to noise ratio, in terms 
of input signal to noise ratio, is then
SNR -  (1 + )~lSNRm
out
(5.16)
G{( A V >
A laser amplifier is phase-insensitive and hence equally amplifies, G -  = G2, and
adds equal noise to each quadratures
<AN,2) - ( A N 22) - i ( G - l ) .
Substituting this result to Eq. (5.16), we have
(5.17)
1 — G  ~  ^
SNR -  (1 + , G , ' f lSNRm
4(Aa,2)
(5.18)
Hence the laser amplifier always degrades the signal to noise ratio. In the limit of large 
amplification and for a coherent input state, Eq. (5.18) becomes
SNR -  -  SNR,„
out 2 in (5.19)
The degrading factor for the signal to noise ratio is 1/2.
Since any laser amplifier inevitably adds spontaneous emission noise into the signal,
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the accumulation of noise in an optical communication system limits its range. 
Furthermore, in the presence of the nonlinear Kerr effect, an optical fiber's refractive 
index is a function of intensity, so amplitude fluctuations cause phase fluctuations. We 
regard this as nonlinear phase noise. In the absence of the nonlinear Kerr effect, phase 
noise comes from the amplifiers alone. We regard this as linear phase noise. It is shown 
by Gordon and Mollenauer[Gordon 90] with a classical analysis that nonlinear phase 
noise limits coherent communication systems to a range of several thousand kilometers.
A degenerate parametric amplifier is much different from a laser amplifier because it 
is phase-sensitive. A phase-sensitive amplifier may have much better performance than a 
phase-insensitive amplifier[Caves 81]. This can be proved by following analysis. For a 
degenerate parametric amplifier, G2 -  1 /  Gj, equation (5.11) and inequality (5.12) then 
present that the noise commutator and the uncertainty product are both zero. Hence there 
is no spontaneous emission noise added by the amplifier, and the input/output relations 
are
6, -  VGop b2 -  4 g ~'o2 . (5.20)
The output amplitudes and noise variances then are
W  - Vg W . ( h )  - V c F w .  (5-2i)
(A^2) -  G<Aa,2), (Afcj2) -  G-1(Aa22)- (5.22)
Since the gain for the amplitude squared and the noise are the same and there is no 
additional noise added by the amplifier, the SNR is unchanged by the parametric 
amplifier. The other key fact is that the parametric amplifier also attenuates phase 
quadrature noise (Aa22). Hence it is a good candidate for controlling the nonlinear Kerr 
effect induced phase noise. Because of the advantages mentioned above, parametric 
amplifiers can in principle replace laser amplifiers and avoid nonlinear noise in optical 
communication systems.
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Since parametric amplifiers add no quantum noise, Loudon[Loudon 85] and Slusher 
and Yurke [Slusher 90] showed that parametric amplifier systems can hence have up to 
twice the range of laser amplifier systems. But their analysis did not include nonlinear 
phase noise in fibre. Since parametric amplifiers reduce phase noise, in the presence of 
fiber nonlinearity the range should be able to be improved by much more than a factor of 
two. This will be shown in Section 5.3.
The noise behaviors of a laser amplifier and a parametric amplifier are summarized in 
Fig. 5.2.
Fig. 5.2 Schematic diagram of the effect of amplification on a quantum- 
mechanical state. The axes defined the complex amplitude phase plane. The 
arrows represent the signal amplitude and the circles represent the quantum noise 
of the state, (a) Linear laser amplifier. The total noise after amplification is the 
amplified noise of the input state(striped) plus extra noise due to amplified 
spontaneous emission (outer circle), (b) Degenerate parametric amplifier. The 
amplitude noise is amplified by the same factor as the amplitude itself, and no 
extra noise is added. The phase noise is attenuated.
5.2 The quantum-mechanical model
The advantage of the quadrature phase amplitudes is that they are quantum 
mechanical observables, and so a full quantum mechanical analysis is possible. We 
model communication system based on master equations. The signal is represented by a 
density operator.
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Unlike classical physics, quantum-mechanics describes light fields by operators. A 
light signal is described as "a pulse". Each pulse has one mode. In terms of the normal 
travelling wave fibre modes, the electric field in the fibre is
Ei+)(z) -  (5-23)
where bk is the annihilation operator for the mode with wave vector ky z - x / c - t  is the 
usual wave variable, c is the speed of light in the fiber, and B is the pulse bandwidth. 
Our modes, an, are chosen to represent pulses transmitted at times separated by the 
inverse fibre bandwidth, Ar -  £ -1. They are chosen to peak around a particular value of 
z, and to be an orthogonal set. The Nyquist functions,
F,(z)
sin(jrB(t -  / / B)) (5.24)
Ji{Bt -  /)
are a suitable set of pulse mode functions[Appendix C]. The corresponding annihilation 
operators an are
an - ~ f _ M ‘(k)dk’ (525)
where the tilde denotes the Fourier transform. Although there are more rigorous 
approaches to the quantum theory of propagation[Blow 90], the present method has the 
advantage of simplicity. In particular, we wish to avoid small quantum noise 
approximations.
In our model, both loss and gain can be modelled by coupling the pulse mode to 
suitable reservoirs. After a series of approximations, the usual Markoffian master 
equations of quantum optics can be derived. The detailed description can be found in 
Chapter 1.
For the optical fiber, including loss and nonlinear Kerr effect, the master equation is 
given by[Drummond 80^, Milbum 86]
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(5.26)—  -  -i’x"[(ö^fl)2’P] + k (2apa* -  a^ap - pa^a). dt
where x"  is anharmonicity, k  represents channel loss parameter. To convert from time 
to fiber length we simply use x=ct. This master equation has an analytical series 
solution[Milburn 86, Perinova 90]. However we do not make use of it, as it is 
extremely difficult to sum.
For a linear laser amplifier, the master equation is given by[Glauber 85, Tarzi 88]
—  -  K(2a pa -  aa p -  paa)  (5.27)
dt
where K is an amplification parameter. The total power gain is 2Kt.
For a degenerate parametric amplifier, amplifying the amplitude quadrature, the 




where E corresponds to the pump field. This sort of amplifier is a squeezed light 
generator and has been successfully used to produce good squeezed lightfWu 86, 87], 
but that has no direct relevance to our analysis.
The master equations may be solved by the method described by Savage and 
Carmichael[Savage 88, 90]. These master equations may be expressed as a system of 
first order, ordinary differential equations
-7- -L p , (5.29)
dt
using the truncated basis of Fock states {|n), n = 0 , \ , . . . ,N }. L is a real N x N  
coefficient matrix, and p is a vector of N complex density matrix elements. These 
differential equations may be solved by the Euler method,
p(O «[I+(fM )L]*p(0). k-*oc. (5.30)
For the calculation reported here, ct/k*>3x10 5km. Our results were checked by
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verifying that they were not changed when larger k were used. The master equations 
under Fock basis can be found in Appendix A.
With the supercomputer, Connection Machine CM-2, the largest usable basis set had 
A=1024 states. This restricts the mean number of photons in a pulse to about 100. 
However it has an average launched photon number per pulse of (n)-P/tia>D^ 106 for a 
realistic communication system with A -1.55\m\ (a>-1.2xl015 radians/s), a data rate of 
D - 10 Gbits/s, and a launched power of P - lmW . So to compensate the reduced 
photon number we have to use a nonlinearity much greater than the typical value of
X «4xl0~9radians/(photons/pulse)/km (3.7 radians/W/km). The appropriate scaling of 
nonlinearity with photon number can be found from the semiclassical equation for the 
field complex amplitude[Savage 91]
-2/% lal2a-K*a, a ( jt-0 ) -a Q , (5.31)
dx
Which is obtained from the master equation (5.26) after making the operator factorization 
assumption. This assumption should be approximately true, because our photon 
numbers are sufficiently large. Introducing the scaled length, X -  k • x, and scaling the 
amplitude according to a - a ' ^ i c / x , Eq. (5.26) becomes
— -----2ila'l2a ' - a \  a \ X - 0 ) - ^ / 7 a Q. (5.32)
dx
Therefore cases with the same value of a '(X -O ) will have the same solution a '(X ). A 
very low loss fiber has a power loss of 0.2 dB/km, corresponding to k  =0.023 km ' ^. 
To achieve this, with our maximum allowable average photon number of 100 we should
A O
take X “ 4x l0  radians/(photons/pulse)/km, in our model. We actually used 
radians/ (photons/pulse)/km. The fiber lengths were taken to be 5.4 km. This gives a 
scaled length of X =l. The corresponding fiber length in the realistic system, with 
k =0.023 km"*, is about 50 km.
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5.3 Numerical results
We consider systems using either laser or parametric amplifiers. Each system 
contains three amplifiers, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The amplifiers' gain are chosen to 
exactly compensate the fiber attenuation of the amplitude and are approximately a factor 
of 10 in power (G=10). The fiber loss is assumed to be 0.2 km"* and the propagation 
distance is 5.4 km. Also the homodyne detection of the amplitude quadrature is 
considered. The amplitude quadrature is detected. This scheme is called as phase shift 
keying.
Following the numerical result, Fig. 5.3 (a) plots the signal to noise ratio, defined by 
Eq. (5.7), as a function of propagation distance. Fig. 5.3 (b) shows the variance in the 
amplitude quadrature, defined by Eq. (5.4) versus distance. Four cases are shown, laser 
or parametric amplifiers, with or without the nonlinear Kerr effect. The discontinuities 
are the result of amplification. We see that the signal to noise ratios are decreasing 
functions of the propagation distance. This can be well explained in terms of Fig. 5.3 
(b), where the increasing noises are seen. The toteil noise come from two sources: the 
linear noise due to amplifier alone and the nonlinear noise due to the nonlinear Ken- 
effect. The key features of Figs. 5.3 are that the parametric amplifier curves are 
independent of the nonlinear Kerr effect, and have a substantial improvement over the 
laser amplifiers cases. Note that the signal to noise ratio is unaffected by the parametric 
amplification, while the degradation due to laser amplification is clearly seen. This is 
because the additional noise contributed by the spontaneous emission is added in laser 
amplifiers. Whereas parametric amplifiers do not have such noise. This is in a good 
agreement with the formulae given in Section 5.1. In the presence of the nonlinear Ken- 
effect, the signal to noise ratio is also unchanged in the parametric amplifier system, 
while the decrease in signal to noise ratio for the laser amplifier system is obviously seen 
and verifies the work of Gordon and Mollenauer[Gordon 90]. Fig 5.3 also shows that
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Fig. 5.3 (a) plots signal to noise ratio, Eq. (5.7), versus propagation distance 
for the communication system in Fig. 5.1. (b) plots the amplitude quadrature 
variance, Eq. (5.4) versus propagation distance. The solid line is for the 
parametric amplifier based system. The short dashed line is for the laser amplifier 
based system without the nonlinear Kerr effect. The long dashed line is for the 
laser amplifier based system with the nonlinear Kerr effect.
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the received signal to noise ratio in the parametric amplifier system has the improvement 
of about a factor of two over the laser amplifier system in the absence of the Kerr effect 
and it is much greater than a factor of two when the Kerr effect is considered. This has 
verified the analysis in Section 5.1.
Since our solutions are fully quantum mechanical we can examine the density 
operator for the pulse modes after propagation through the system. We do this using the 
Q function, Q(a)=(a\p\a),  defined to be the coherent state diagonal matrix elements of 
the density operator. It gives a complete quantum mechanical description of the pulse. 
The Q function under Fock state basis is expressed by
(2(a) - e -leer
l/l +  W
n,m- 0 Vn\m\
',e<m-")(nlplm>, (5.33)
w herc0- a Im/ a Re'
Fig. 5.4 plot the Q functions for each of the four systems considered. The 
transmitted coherent state is shown as well as the received Q function. In the case the 
Kerr effect is absent, the variance of received signal becomes greater than the input 
coherent state equally in both quadrature phase and amplitude, Fig. 5.4(a). This suggests 
that super-Poissonian statistics have been obtained. Fig. 5.4(b) shows that the Kerr 
nonlinearity has interacted with the laser amplification to wrap the Q-function around the 
origin of the amplitude phase plane. This implies that there is a significant error 
probability to detect an amplitude ("0" or "1"). In Fig. 5.4(c) we plot Q-function for the 
parametric amplifier system without the nonlinear Kerr effect. The key feature we see is 
that the quadrature phase noise has been suppressed. Fig. 5.4(d) shows that the wrap 
around has been eliminated by the parametric amplifiers, in comparison to Fig. 5.4(b).
We can also show the advantage of using the parametric amplifiers by the following 
way. Gordon and Mollenauer[Gordon 90] suggested that the optimal signal to noise ratio 
for a laser amplifier system should be obtained for a total nonlinear phase rotation of the
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Fig. 5.4 Q-function of the transmitted and received density operators. The 
phase plane axes x and y are, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of the 
coherent-state amplitude forming the argument of Q-function. The phase plane 
origin is marked with a dot. The transmitted state is a coherent state and has a 
Gaussian Q-function labeled A. The received state is labeled by B. For the laser- 
amplifier-based system (a) No nonlinear Kerr effect, (b) Nonlinear kerr effect. 
Note how the Q-function wraps around the origin and that higher amplitudes have 
larger nonlinear rotations. For the parametric-amplifier-based system, (c) No 
nonlinear Kerr effect, (d) Nonlinear Kerr effect. From this viewing angle we are 
looking at the broad side of the distribution. It is narrower from a viewpoint
rotated by 90°. For convenience the same phase plane has been used for both the 
transmitted and received states, and hence the effective rotation due to the signal 
tracking by the phase-locked loop detection system is not shown.
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Transmitted photons
Fig. 5.5 Signal to noise ratio versus mean photon number of the transmitted 
coherent state. The dashed line is the laser amplifier system, and the solid line the 
parametric amplifier system. The amplifier are spaced about 0.3 km apart and 
their gain was chosen to exactly compensate the amplifier loss, x  “  0.033 
radian/(photons/pulse) /km, k -2  dB km ' *.
signal of about 1 radian when the nonlinear and linear noises are equal. In terms of 
this point the increases in the signal to noise ratio due to increases in the signal power 
will be offset by the additional nonlinear noise generated. We have verified this 
result for a system having two amplifiers, loss of 2 km'*, fiber lengths of 0.3 km, and 
nonlinearity of 0.033 radians/(photons/pulse)/km. These parameter values were chosen 
to produce reasonable computation times. Fig. 5.5 plots the results of these calculations 
for received signal to noise ratio as a function of transmitted photon number. We see 
that the laser amplifier system has a maximum signal to noise ratio. This is estimated 
occurring at a photon number corresponding to a total nonlinear phase shift of about 1.8 
radians. This is in reasonable agreement with the prediction of Gordon and 
Mollenauer[Gordon 90], and with the experiment of Saito et. al.[Saito 90]. The
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parametric amplifier system shows no such maximum. The signal to noise ratio simply 
grows with increases of the intensity of signal, independent of nonlinear Kerr effect.
In conclusion, we have applied the quantum amplifier theory based on master 
equations. The advantage of this method is that the system can be described by a full 
quantum-mechanical treatment. The important feature is that the signal is represented by 
a density operator so that it can be tracked in the calculation. This method has shown a 
great advantage in modelling practical quantum amplifier systems in coherent fibre 
optical communications. The amplifier noise and gain obtained in this work have been 
found in good agreement with the ordinary quantum-amplifier theory described in 
Section 5.1.
Our work has focused on a particular aspect of coherent communications systems; 
the interaction of amplifier noise and the nonlinear Kerr effect. We have shown that a 
particular limitation in laser amplifier systems can be overcome by using parametric 
amplifiers. The improvement by the parametric amplifier system over laser amplifier 
system is much larger than a factor of two, in presence of the nonlinear Kerr effect. We 
have considered an ideal theoretical model of the parametric amplifier system, while in 
practice, there may be other limitations and difficulty, such as linear dispersion and that 
the phase of the pump must be locked to the signal phase.




An experiment of incoherently pumped above-threshold laser amplifiers by Harris et 
al. successfully displayed gain and noise[Harris 91, 92]. A 2-level semiclassical 
description for the amplifier was developed to describe the above-threshold amplification 
and noise. But the behavior of the noise and gain of above-threshold amplifiers in multi­
level atom systems was not studied. In this chapter we study above-threshold amplifiers 
with either incoherent or coherent atomic pumping with a full quantum-mechanical 
treatment. Stochastic differential equations in a high Q cavity are solved following Reid 
and Walls' approach [Reid 86]. We will calculate the heterodyne intensity gain and the 
degrading factor of the signal to noise ratio as well as examine the rate-matching noise 
reduction method.
6.1 The model
We begin with a general description of the phase-insensitive above threshold laser 
amplifier. The above-threshold amplifier scheme for two-level and four-level systems is 
depicted in Fig. 6.1. In these systems, we assume that the intracavity laser field is in
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resonance with both cavity and the atomic transition. A signal slightly detuned from the 
cavity resonant mode is injected into the cavity. Inside the cavity, N  atoms, driven by 





V »  13)
input
r,E Y , a y 23
II)
output
Fig. 6.1 Schematic arrangement o f above-threshold amplifiers. The arrow 
. labels correspond to terms in the master equation, Eq. 6.6. (a) two-level system,
(b) four-level systems with either incoherent or coherent pumping.
The atoms are described by the atomic lowering and raising operators a ^ v=b'Xyl and 
o*j v - I  i ) ( j I. The cavity modes are described by the annihilation and creation operators 
ak and ak (k=l,2,3) at frequencies cok obeying 2tt>j-o>2+«>3. The Hamiltonian is 
3 N
H 0 -  2  n (° k a k a k +  2  fi<°0a l . v ° l n , V  (61>
ik - l v <■ 1
where the lasing occurs between level / and m. The mode one, av  is the laser mode 
and is assumed to be in resonanace with the atomic lasing transition. ^  fl3 represent
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the signal and the idler modes respectively. The atomic lasing transition frequency is 
denoted by coq.
The laser transition interacts with the cavity modes via the electric-dipole and 
rotating-wave approximations, Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian
H JC -  2 a im,v(a1 e " ¥ v  + 4 e" k2' V + al e " kV")
vTl
~ a im,v<-a l e 'k' rV + a2e‘"1V  + a3<,'"rV )l-
' V v  ^ „  3rv
( 6 .2 )
where g is the atom-cavity coupling strength and the wave numbers satisfy I k ^ k ^ k y  
In the interaction picture, rotating at the driving field frequency, coherent pumping of 
the atom is represented by
He ~ '» £  f  K „  ,v -  O  (6-3)
v-1
where E is proportional to the pump field strength. The upper pump level label n 
depends on the model used, and is 2 for the two-level atom, 4 for the four-level atom.
The Hamiltonian of the input signal can be modelled by assuming the system 
interacting with a heat bath[Gardiner 85^]. In our case the signal is a single frequency 
field. Hence the Hamiltonian of the injected signal field is equivalent to the standard 
cavity driving
Hs -  ih (ßg i\e~ l(V2t -  ß^22el(°2t), (6.4)
where ß s is the driving rate corresponding to the signal and is assumed small.
The cavity driving term is for phase-sensitive above-threshold amplifiers and given 
by
H D -  i t i iß j f l  e~lwd  -ß*jfi  el0)cf) , (6.5)
where ß D is the driving rate proportional to the driving strength and a>D denotes the 
frequency of the pumping field. We assume ß o =0, except in Chapter 7.
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Following standard techniques the atom and cavity modes may be coupled to suitable 
reservoirs and Markoffian master equations for the reduced density operator p 
derived[Louisell 73, Haken 70]. The cavity modes are damped by losses through the 
cavity mirror at the rate 2 k  photons per second. Atomic spontaneous emission out the 
side of the cavity, from level i to level j, occurs at the rate y-. The resulting interaction 
picture master equation is then
+ h e + h s + h d + h jc^  + lcP + l pP + 2 .  LMjP- (6.6)
i . j - 1
and
(2 ak ‘p°* -  •‘f a  -
k-\ 
y .. N
L . .p  -  —^  V (2a~. per*. -  o* a  . p  -  po*. a  ), 
Aij^ 2 li>v lJ'v lJ'v 'J'* lJ'v lJ'vv-1
r N
= 2 \p,vP°\p,V % ,v % ,v ^
v-1
Incoherent pumping at rate T from level II) to level \p) is modelled as an inverse process 
to spontaneous emission.
To solve the master equation, we adapt the method used by Reid and Walls to study 
nondegenerate four-wave-mixing[Reid 86]. The method was first developed by Haken 
[Haken 70] and then extended by Drummond and Gardiner[Drummond 801], and 
Drummond and Walls[Drummond 81]. The Fokker-Planck equation with a positive 
semidefinite diffusion matrix is obtained in a generalized P representation. We can then 
write the Fokker-Planck equation as equivalent Ito calculus stochastic differential 
equations. To introduce the method we assume co^coj and so the system only
has an ordinary single mode field.
For the two-level atom system, a normally ordered characteristic function x  *s 
defined by
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X -Tr(O p), (6.7)
and
O  -  (6.8)
where
s - - i ^ . y ‘k'r‘<
v - l
J
5z " 2  ° z  v '  ° z . v  " 9 ( a l+2 ,v °1 2 ,v  -  a 12,va l+2 ,v)-  
v - l  L
We can transform the master equation into a c-number Fokker-Planck equation
^  -  f e i^ J'2eivDe® n eiß'a\ ißa& d 2%+dr1d 2&l2ß d 2ß \  (6.9)
thus establishing a correspondence between c numbers and quantum-mechanical 
operators:
** D++Sz, a+*a, a ^ * * a \
then in the generalized representation the Fokker-Planck equation has a positive 
semidefinite diffusion matrix. The derivatives of /  have infinite order, but using scaling 
arguments we need only the first and second order because the high order terms can be 
ignored provided the atom number is large [Gardiner 85*]. Ito calculus stochastic 
differential equations
J t t -  - A ( ß )  + d„v(/S)ev(0 ,  (6.10)
are then established, where ß  -  (ß^,ß2, ß y ß ^ ß * )  * ( a , a \ a n d
( e ^ t ) e v( t ) ) - ö ^ vö ( t - t ' ) y (6.11)
here we have adopted the following standard scaling of the variables and dipole coupling 
constant with numbers of atoms.
ß^jNß,g ^ N - ' ,2g.
The stochastic differential equations can be rewritten as
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ä  -  - ( k + iw^)a +JlicB.n,
j \2  " “(X i + !a)0^12 + + ^ - ’ (6.12)
J\2
D -  y|((D -  D0) -  2 g (/1+2a  + a t / 12) + f D,
and complex conjugate equations, where £>0 - E z l u
r + n 2 ’
D -  72 -  J\ * and J , ( a )
are classical variables corresponding to the quantum-mechanical atomic operators (field
operator). Bin denotes the amplitude of the incident signal [Gardiner 85^] with the
frequency <w2. y^ and y(j respectively denote the transverse and longitudinal relaxation 
rates of two-level atom,
>'l| - ) ' i2 + r ’ Y ± - Y  ii/ 2 .
r\- , rf+ and rn represent the spontaneous emission noise with zero mean and arise 
J 12 J \2 u
from the second-order derivatives of the Fokker-Planck equation. The nonzero 
correlations of the quantum noise terms are obtained from the components of the 
diffusion matrix in the Fokker-Planck equation and are
<r (or (/»- 2 g ( j -2)ssa ssö « - n ,
J \2 J \2
( r  w r  (o> -  2g(j*2y sa ssd a -  o ,
J 12 J 12
( rD(t)rD(t)) -  2{y, + (y 12-  D Dss-  2g[(J*2f sa ss + ( / f 2)“ (a  V P ( * - / ’),
<r (r)rD(0> - - 2T( j - 2)ssb ( t - t ' ) ,
J \2
(r (t)rD(t)) = -2r(j;2y sö ( t - a
J \2
(r (or (0>*r<5(r-o. (6.13)
*/ 12 ,/12
Superscript "55" denotes steady state solution. In the absence of the noise terms, Eq. 
(6.12) are the usual single-mode semiclassical Maxwell-Bloch equations.
Following Reid and Walls[Reid 86], we include the additional cavity modes to first- 
order in a2 and a3 (signal and image contributions). The field and polarization oscillate at
-81  -
three dominant frequencies (coj,cu2^ 3) "  + ö,a)L -  Ö), where co represents
the cavity resonant frequency and the signal detuning <5 -  ö>2 -  cdL, thus
-id) it - i (ü)r+ö)t  - i (ü ) i -ö ) ta  -  a  je L + a^e L + ^ ,
JÜ -  J m e - ‘aU  + Jh,2+ (6.14) 
D - D i  + D j e ^ '  + D^"5',
where the three Fourier components correspond to the free running, signal, and image 
contributions. We assume that the laser mode aj is in resonance with both atoms and the 
cavity. The frequency arrangement is depicted in Fig. 6.2.
mL - 6 ajL + d
w 3 <°i
Fig. 6.2 Diagrammatic sketch of the frequency arrangement
Substituting (6.14) into (6.12) and matching terms of the same frequency, and 
retaining to first order only terms in sigual and idle modes, We obtain the resulting 
stochastic differential equations
a ^ - K O j  + gJ ,[2 I ,
a 2 - - K a 2 + gJ-2 2 m } /2Bm,
« 3 - - ' f a 3 + «yf2,3>
A 2.1 ■ - y.1/12,1+ sDi+ rj -  ■
*^ 12,2 “ ”(y 1 ” )^* 1^2,2 + S(^\a 2 + ^2a l)+ 2» (6.15)
A~2,3 " “ (V i  + )^12,3 + a 3 + D2 a l) + r y -2 3’
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A  “  ~ Do) “  2 £ ( a r A , l + a A l2 ,P  + r Dj’
A  " II “ 10 ^ D2 “  28(a \J n ,2  + a  A 2 4  + a 2/ l+2,l + a /l2,3^ + FD2 *
Since the incident signal field has been assumed to be very weak, the signal mode a 2 
and idler mode a 3 are very small in comparison with the pumping mode a  j and are 
negligible in noise correlations. Taking dominant terms in the pumping, the nonzero 
noise correlations are
<r (or (0 >-<r (r)r (/•)>-2gafVf2i)55W -0 .
*/ 12,2 7 12,3 7 12,1 7 12,1
(r (or (/■)>-<r « r  (/')>-2S(at)sVi+21)“ö('-0 ,
7 12.2 7 12,3 7 12,1 7 12,1
<r (or ( / '» - (r « r  (r'»-<r (or (0>-r<5 (r -o ,
J12,2 ■'l 2,2 2.3 ■'12,3 ''l 2,1 ■'12,1
<r 02(' ) r^ (/»  "  <r D1(,)rD1(,’)>
-  2(y, -  ( r  -  y 12)D“  -  2g[a **(J*2 ,)“  + ,,)“ ]>« (* -  O .
<r (or ,(/’)>-<r (orD( o ) - - 2r(jf2J)ssö( t -o ,
7 12.2 U2 7 123 2
<r (or (O)-(r (or +(0>--2r(j+21)ssd (f-o . (6.i6)
°2 J122 7123 U2
The treatment of four-level systems is similar to that of two-level case, but more 
complicated. The derivation can be found in Appendix D. We have assumed the cavity 
damping rate k  is much smaller than the atomic transition rates, pumping rate, and 
coupling constant g. The cavity therefore has a high Q. The resulting stochastic 
differential equations are:
« 1  - - * 1 0 1  +  ^ 23,1 ,
<*2 “ -*2a 2 + £^ 23,2 + V2 K Bin,
a 3 -  -K-3a 3 + g^ 23,3»
*^ 14,1 " — ^1^14,1 + ^(^4,1 “  ^ l,l) + ’■'M.l
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*^ 14,2 “ ~ ^ 2 1^4,2 + ^ 4 ,2  “ h,2) + ^
*^ 14,3 “ “ 3^^ 14,3 + ^ 4 ,2  ” A,2> + ^f- ’•'14,3
*^ 23,1 " - Y  /23,1 + 8a (J3,1- J  2,l) + r 7- »
•'23,1
*^ 23,2 " ~y 2?23,2 + £ ta 2^3,1 “ ^2,l) + a l(^3,2 “ ^2,2^ + ^  2’
^23,3 “ ” //2 3 ,3  + ^[«2^3,1 “  ^2,l) + a l^3,2 ” ^2,2^ + r 7- »
•'23,3
7 j 1 -  £ ( / 14>1 + -  r / u  + y 12/ 2 J + y 14/4<1 + r  ,
j {2 «  e (j U2  + / 14 2) -  ( r  -  /<$)Jl2 + y 1/ 2,2 ” y 14^ 1,2 + *^2,2 + ^3,2) + r  ’
J\,2
^2,1" ^(a  1^23,1+ a / i ,  1) ” y 1/2,1+ y 2/3,1+ r , ’
'/ 2,l
*^ 2,2 ” 8(a  1^ 23,2 + a ^23,l + a /23,l + a /23,3^ “ ^12 “ iö ^2,2 + Y2/3,2 + ’
J 2,2
^3,1 " - £ (a  1^23,1 + a / 2 3 , / + y 3/4 ,1  “ y 2/3,1 + r , ’
J 3,l
h , 2  "  ~ 8 ( a  1^23,2 + a 3^23,1 + a /2 3 , l  + a ^23,3^
“ (y  34 “  ^  )/} ,2  + y 34^1,2  + *^2,2  ^“  y 2 /3 ,2  +
7 3,2. ( 6 . 1 7 )
and complex conjugate equations, where
Xj -  x 2 = = x ,
»Jl “ ^<>34+ 1'14) T»2“ i () '34 + y i4 > -/a,i.’ »?3 -  j C f *34 *14)-I0>t ,
) 'l -^ () ' l2  + )'23)- r 2 - j t i ' l 2  + y23) '
y " i2 -y i2 - /<5’ f i 4 “ v i4 - / ö ’ y 2 3 -y 2 3 ~ /<5’ y 34 ~ y 34-  •
Setting either £=0 or T =0, the above stochastic differential equations model either an
incoherently or a coherently pumped system.
The nonzero noise correlations, taking pumping dominated terms, are as follows
<r (o r  ( O M r  ( o r  (0>
J 23,2 J 23,2 J 23,3 J 23,3
- < r  ( o r  ( 0 > - ( y 12/ 5  +  K34/ ^ ) ö ( r - 0
*'23,1 *'23,1
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<r (or (f))-< r (or (o>-2Sa“(y2-3l)“<5(f-o,
■'23,2 •'23.3 ■/ 23.1 ■/ 23.1
(r (or (/’)) - <r (or (o>-2Ä(aJ)»(^,)"«(/-o .
J 2 \2  ^23,3 *'23,1 ‘/ 23,1
<r (or (f')>-(r7 (ory (/■>)
0 ,2  0 ,2  *•* >•*
- PVJS+ K1/24 + K1/44 - W f4)“ + (/,V"D*(f - /•)
(^(0^2(0)-(^(0^(0)
“ ly 1 /24  + Y2/34 “ ^ l ° r (‘/23,p" + (a lt )II(-/234^IJ ^ ^  _ ,
<r ^ 2( , ) r -'32( 0 > " <r y 3.1( ' ) r j 3.1( 0 >
-  (y2/34 + Y34^44- ^ ( J h r  + ( a | ) “ (-/23,l^ Ml^ ~  l">,
<r (or (f)>-<r (or (0 >-<r, (ory (O)
J 2,2 J \2  J \2  J 2,2 2>1 3’!
-  l - y 2/ 3s4 + « K V 2 3 4 ) “ + ( « f ) sV 2-3iI) " ] ) ö ( r  -  o
<r, (O r  (O ) - ( r  ( o r  < o > - < r  ( o r  ( 0 > - y 12U 2+31)“ < 5 ( f - 0




In a high Q cavity, k  «  y(|, y , g  , the atoms can be adiabatically eliminated. The 
field equations are readily obtained from Eq. (6.15) by setting / 12 k m D \ -  -  0,
a .  -  k [c ! [g(l + ^ — ) \ -  l)a, + F  (6.19)
/  r ± Y i  1
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(6.20)ä 2 -  (bx -  K)a2 + c^al + JixBin + Fa ,^
« 3 «  (b2 - K ) a ^  + c2a 2 +Fa ,^ (6 .21)
and the corresponding complex conjugate equations, where
2
+ b2 -  b\ ,
c \» -2 A * g 2(a " )2 , c2 -  -2/C K g 2 (a ?s)2,
....................................... - * ■
where is the steady state solution to the corresponding semiclassical Maxwell-Bloch 
equations, n *laj^sl2 and - l a j 5lexp(/0). <f> denotes the mode one phase shift from 
the cavity resonant field. In this case 0 =0 and
n - ( C - l ) y iy|l/ ( 4 ^ 2), (6.22)
and C-D, g'
0 KTj.
cavity. The noise parts are
being the normalized pumping rate, or the cooperativity parameter of the
where
~ B\TJ+ +B2 r j -  +B3 rzy Faf ~
J 2 3 ,3  J  2 3 ,2  2 a 2
F^  
a 2  ’
- q r  + c2r +c3r f t -
J 2 3 , 3  J 2 3 ,2  u 2 a 3
f t  ,a 3’
ßl - -2Ag3( a f ¥ / { Yt- i6 ) ,
*2-• gA[(Y1 - i 6 )  + 2g2n/(Y9- iö) ] ,
V g2Aafs(Y l - iö) / (Yn-iÖ)],
C |- b] ,  c2 - b\ ,  c2 - b\ .
(6.23)
where F is not given, because it is negligible when the signal field is weak. The
a i
sideband modes obey
a = - A a + D 1/2£(/), (6.24)
where « - ( c ^ a ^ o ^ a ] ) ,  A denotes drift matrix, and D is the diffusion matrix which
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corresponds to the second-order terms in the field Fokker-Planck equation and 
determines the noise correlations. e(t) is a <5 -correlated noise term. The noise 
correlations are
where dty denotes the elements of the diffusion matrix. The nonzero noise correlations 
are then given by
-  B i^ ( r  (o r  (o> + ß2tß2(r (o r  (o>
J\2,3 J \2,3 */ 12,3 J\2,2
+ß 3t ß3( r ( f) r D (f))  + ß tß 1( r  (r>r ( t ') )+ß 1t ß 2( r  « r  (o>
U2 2 */ 12,3 712.2 •/ 12r3 J \2,2
+B\Bx{r (t)T <t'))+b\ b2(t  ( t ) r  (r,)) + ß 2t ß3( r  « r  (/')>
y l23 U2 JU,2 U2 J \2,2 D2
+ß,tß3<r (o r  A t') ) ,
y12,3 ^2
-  $ >  -  % \ b]  -* C,). d<>> -  3 $  -  d ^ B , C/),
4a  -  ^ 3  -  -  C,+, ß/ -  c,.), (6.25)
where B-*C denotes that B is replaced by C. The resulting drift matrix and diffusion 
matrix then are
and




0 -£c2 K -  Sb2 0
t ~ 8C7 0 0 K - g b l
o < 0 N
4 i  0 0 4 *
<  0 0 4 ?
v o 4 > 0 ,
(6.26)
(6.27)
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6.2.2 The four-level systems
The field stochastic differential equations for the incoherently pumped system are 




a i " Kiai+l ^ T )  F“>
«2 “  -  * l)a 2 + <?1«3 + ^ Bin + Fa 2- 




l - 2 g 2n y j y 2y v  Y ~ Y 2/ Yv
Yx -  r 3 4 ( t 1 +  ( r  i2  -  Vi4>Ar + y34 )]  +  y  12 -  > W ( r  +  r 3 4 ) ] ) .
-  Y23^34^ + ^12 " Vl4>Ar  + ^34^ + V 12>+ " >W<r  +
h -  y34^12 -  r23*1 -  + r34>J-
f 2 - t ? A ( r m2-  «V,*«,)(7- -  7“ ) + y 2V l(^ 3 ,.)IS«  n  ■
/ l - / 2( * -  -« ) .
«2 -  g V v , * ^ ^ , ) "  + « ( /“  -  7“  )a “ ]a “ ,
<7l-<72(6 -*-<5),
v - l / [ y 2y ; - « ( y 2  +  y 3 ) W -
v2-v3/vA,
v3 - Y B + r » - ^ + ^ + ! * 2 & .
y 14 + r  y 12 Vl4 + r
js  ■ * rws  - '»n - ^ ^ ] i
j5{ \ - Jl,\ + K(Y\l + Yxi>l1S2-
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j s s  Y n V - K t i n  + Y z j / t f K Y w  + Y u )  
U  >'12<:>'14 + >'34> + r<:>'x2 + 2 >'34>
^23.1X' "  2* ( / " l  ~ J2 j ) / ^  12 + >'23) ’
where h. denotes the steady state solution of the mean photon number for the laser 
mode, w. ■ laj^l2, and ajf5 -laj^le1^ , here <t> denotes the phase shift from the cavity 
resonant field for a ™. In this case <f> =0. The mean photon number is given by
nl - ( y i2,2, \ - y ^ J x \ > / 2 K- <6-31)
A simple expression for the mean photon number of mode one can be obtained under 
the assumption
Y 34
1 4g2(y 12 + 2 y 34)
(C '-l), (6.32)
where C «  2g2/Kyn  is the cooperativity parameter of the cavity. 
The nonzero noise terms in Eqs.(6.29) and (6.30) are
/ra2 - Gir312 + G2r 322 + G3r / 32 + G4r y- +G 5ry* -L L%L 2^3 2 **23 3 F* r F° r
f  t -  k .r ,  + k 7r ,  + *:,r, + atx + K*r . ,
a3 ' •/|'2 2 -,2'2 3 h -2 4 '» 2  5 'Ju




* ,  -  - 8 2v v J i4y\  ( l - j f o g f ) " .
^ 1 4 + n  y i2
Kl  -  -X2 v p - l ^ Y- ~ Yr  + 1X1 -  T 3-)+ IXaJ)“ ,yi2 v2 Vi4+ r  yi2
/r3 “ «2^>'2(l - 7 ^ X a l1')fI-
gV(y2- g vi>«,•).
v v3(y14+r)
( l - X 24) + ( y ; - SV1/i.)K1],
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.  y V ^ g  _ XM)(1+I1 2 1 Z J4 ) + .
2 V V i 2  y  12 y14 + r  y,2 U 3  * 1 '' 2J




The noise correlations are
(Ff (/)F?(r '» -d < 2)<5(f-f') = ^ 2),
where denotes the elements of the diffusion matrix, we then obtain the nonzero 
noise correlations
ä{V -  c ,G t< ry|;1 |i i2( o r / ^ ( t ') ) + G1G]<ry ij(r)r/^ ( r ') ) + G ^ r ^ f o r ^  ^ f ) )  
+ ^ G st<rJ u (o r /Ä G’)>+ G2G1t<ry22(o r y^ (r ,)>+ G j G & r ^ f o r ^ f o )  
+G2G3+(ry2 2(r)r/3+j(f)> + G2G4t(ry22(r)r/ i  2(r')> + G2G|<ry2 2(r>ry_3 s(f)> 
-G3G|<ry32(r)ry£2(r')> + G3Gt<ry32(r)ryjt;
+G4G2t<r ( o r  (/*)> + G4Gi<r
*'23,2 y2,2 J
a.n.rJ/r (t\r (t'W 4. n.rAlr
_.’ + G4G1t<r
y3,2 J
v  (Or + (f')>
y23,2 */ l,2
(6.34)
The drift matrix and diffusion matrix are obtained from those for the two-level system, 
Eqs. (6.26) and (6.27), after following following replacement,
b\ -  f v  b2 - f vc , - ? , ,  c2 -><?2, d i y y .
The stochastic differential equations for the coherently pumped system are also found
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from Eq. (6.17) by setting J. k -  J{ k -  0 and T-0.
g2 F
a r ~ Kla l + J J ß T T ) a l + Fa i
«2  -  <“l -  * l)a 2 + vla 3 + + Fa 2’
“ 3 - ( “2 - * :l)a 3 + v20 2 + f o 3'
where
7 -  2s 2«cf i / r , f 2- n  -  Cr3+ 1)/() 'i2 -y23> ’
y 2 -  (y 2^3 + y 12V(y 12 -  j'23>’ ^3 " 1 + 7 7  + ^ i(1 + 7 ^ > ’
«. -  «2t^[(y2 -  « " fo X 'S  -  7“ )+ y 2 ^ (7 3 ,)“ « - ] ,
u2 -  Wj(ö -♦-<$),
V, -  g2HWl[y2(y2-3/ *  + g ( J ^ - J g > a » ]of*. 
v2 = Vj(ö — -Ö ),
yJS i- i^ (y  i2 -t-y^/C Z g2)
2-> 2 + y |2( y 34/2E2 + 2/y 34) ’
A“  “ ^ 1 2 /^ 4  + 2 ) /^ +  «r(y 12 + y23) / V  - 1 .  
Ju - J2 , r K(-Y n + Y23>/282’
^23)SS ~ -  J%>/(y  12 + y23-*’
w  - y Y 2(Y2 - 2SV\nc) '
Wl - W 2 - ( Y 2jV2 + g)/Yl2, 
W3 - l Y 3A( U \ )  + Y23 + h n £ ^ ]'
*1 -  -(*3+ y i4)/(2*3+yj4).
A2 --CA2- y I2+ yi4)/(2^  + f 14)-
h3- 4 E 2/ ( y u  + ym)-





(6.38)" c - ^ l  A S.\-Vlf&l2K'
where nc * la j5l2, ajf5 - l a f 5lexp(/0). (p denotes the phase shift from the cavity resonant 
field for aj55. In this case <f>=0. When y 14,y23« £ , y 34’ we can °b tain a simple 
expression for the mean photon number of mode one
„ _ (C '-1 ) /[2 kC'(—  + - 2 -  + I12Ü 1)], (6.39)
c /  T n  ^34 2E2
where C -  2g2/ k y n  is the cooperativity parameter.
The noise terms are similar to those of the incoherently pumped system, Eqs. (6.33),
but Gi and Ki must be replaced by Qi and Ri respectively, where
7 Wa*sY r f ?( l - Y „ / Y n )
U i ~ ~ 8  ’
Q2 -  - g V a ^ t - ^ C  1 -  y 23/ f 12)( 1 + Aj) +1] ■
7 12 3
Qi - g 2W a 5lsY2(l -Y23/Y i2) /W3Yi2-
QA- g W ( Y 2 - g W ^ c),
Q5 - g 2 H W ,(a f)2 ,
0= 1.2,3)
RA- Q y  ß 5“ Ö4- 
The noise correlations
(F.(t)FJt')) -  d®)ö(t -  O  -  d ®  (6.40)
are similar to the incoherently pumped case, but the following changes should be made.
d™  -  d™(G. -*  Qr Gj -* qJ,K. -  R.,K] -* Rj).
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6.3. Gain and noise
6.3.1 Heterodyne gain
The transmission heterodyne amplitude gain our amplifiers is defined as
+ (6.41)
Bin
which is the ratio of transmitted signal and incident signal.[Loudon 93]
For the two-level system, setting the noise terms to be zero in Eqs. (6.20) and 
(6.21), we find the stationary state solution
a 3 " -c 2a 2/ ^ 2 ’ a 2 -  - ^ K Bjn/(b\ - c\c2 /b'*2)' (6.42)
and
b \  -  b\ -  k , b '2 -  b2 -  *,
and bj and b2 are defined following Eq. (6.21). Hence the heterodyne amplitude gain 
reads




Under the assumption y , y M>> the gain can be rewritten to be a simple
expression
2K(iö -Cy„)________ i
8 2  Jevel ~ [ « (C y ,  - i d ) -  2 ky ,(C  -  1)]
The intensity gain is given by
(6.44)
G2Jevel " ^ 2 J e v e f  ~ (C - \ ) 2 ' (6.45)
where <5-*0 has been applied. The maximum intensity gain can be obtained when C-+1. 
These results for the heterodyne gain of the two-level system agrees with those obtained 
by Loudon et al. [Loudon 93].
Solving Eq. (6.29) and (6.30) for stationary solution, we obtain the amplitude gain 
for the four-level incoherently pumped system,
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(6.46)n _ ?Kr 2 _  1*4_level_inc s<* A’
" m  J \ J 2
where
When
f  f \  K \ * f  '2 ~ f 2 ~  KV
y i2’ y 34>> y i4’ y 23’ ^  *
A simplified formula can be given by
* 2kC% 1 
SAJevelJnc [2 k ( C - l) -  iöC ]
where C  -  2 g1 fy  yjc . The intensity gain then is
^TA _le\>el _inc ** ^ . _ ^ 2 ’ 





Fig. 6.3 Intensity gain versus the cooperativity parameter of the cavity, C or 
C\  Eq. (6.45), Eq. (6.49) and Eq. (6.52).
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Eq. (6.49) implies that the gain is independent of the incoherent pumping rate T and the 
atomic damping ratey34. We note that the form of Eq. (6.49) is the same as Eq. (6.45), 
but they have a different cooperativity parameter C.
We next analyze the coherently pumped amplifier. The heterodyne gain is obtained 
by solving Eqs. (6.36 ) and (6.37 ) as previously. The resulting gain is
,* 2 id> *
u 2 ~ e  * v 2  




w 'j-W j-iC p w'2"=W2-K:i ’
and Mj and w2 are defined following Eq. (6.37). The intensity gain of the coherently 
pumped system, under the assumption
EiY\2>Y 23»/14 * (6.51)
has the same formula as the incoherently pumped four-level system,
Ga , . . * ------— y. (6.52)
A_level_coh (C * __1)^
The intensity gains of all two and four level systems are plotted in Fig. 6.3. as a 
function of the cooperativity parameter C ( C )  for the optimal case when the signal 
detuning <5-*>().
6.2.2 Noise
We calculate the amplifier intensity noise squeezing spectrum[Collet 84, 85, and Reid 
86, 88]. The intensity variance is normalized by mean photon number, so the variance of 
a Poissonian state is one. The quadrature squeezing spectrum is defined by
V(Xr o , ) -  f x  (t + t), Xt  (0), (6.53)
(6.54)X0( r ) - f l2(O + 4 (t )e 2i* ,
which is the quadrature phase amplitude of the output signal. In the phase-insensitive 
case <p =0. In Chapter 7, the external driving field is defined to have zero phase and0 is 
defined as the laser mode's relative phase. The laser mode, mode one acts as a local 
oscillator beating the sideband modes a 2 and «3 in the heterodyne measurement. The 
transmitted squeezing spectrum for a one-port cavity is[Reid 86]
V'(X0,ö ) ) - l  + 2Kr[S12(a>) + S34(tu) + e -2^ 5 13(a)) + <>2'> S24(«))]. (6.55) 
The spectral matrix is given by
S(<o) -  (A  -  io) I ) '1D (A t  + io d ) '1, (6.56)
where co corresponds to the signal frequency and is fixed to zero. The spectrum 
generally has a Lorentzian shape. We only consider the case a> = 0. The transmitted 
intensity squeezing spectrum at a> = 0 is equal to the Fano factor[Ralph 91^]
(6,57)
Fano factor defined by
SNR -  IX^I 2 / f ,  (6.58)
where IX^ I denotes the intensity signal.
We use subscripts "in" and"out" to denote the input and output signals in the 
following discussion. We assume an incident signal with Poisson distribution, i.e. the 
Fano factor Fin -  1, so the signal to noise ratio of the incident light is
SNRjn - Iß .J 2. (6.59)
After amplification with intensity gain G the output SNR is
SNRo u , - G' BJ 2/ Four (6-6<)>
Therefore we have the degrading factor
L -S N R ou,ISNR in - G /F our (6.61)
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The degrading factor as a function of the cooperativity C for the two-level system and 
the four-level system with incoherent pumping are plotted in Fig. 4. The degrading 
factor of the two-level system is 0.5 as the intensity gain varies between G=°° and G = l. 
For the four-level system, the degrading factor is a function of the atomic spontaneous 
emission and pumping rates. In the last section we found that the intensity gain is 
independent of y34 and T for the incoherently pumped four-level system under some 
conditions. So we can minimize the noise by varying y34 and T at a given gain. We find 
that the minimum noise, and hence maximum degrading factor L, occurs for T/g=200, 
y34/g=200, C -2  where L « 0.54.
In conclusion, we have presented a quantum theory for phase-insensitive above­
threshold laser amplifiers and calculated the intensity gain and the intensity degrading 
factor for the two-level system and the four-level systems with either incoherent or 
coherent pumping. The heterodyne gain we have obtained for both the incoherently and 
coherently pumped systems agrees with the two-level analysis of Loudon et al. [Loudon 
93]. The intensity degrading factor for a large gain is 0.5, which meets that of an ideal 
laser amplifier. In the four-level case, optimizing the atomic transition rates and pumping 
rate has only a little improvement for SRN. This suggests that the rate-matching noise 
reduction method is inappropriate for such above-threshold amplifiers. In order to 
achieve noise reduction, we will introduce a phase-sensitive above-threshold amplifier in 
the next chapter.




In this chapter we investigate a novel above-threshold laser amplifier. Since the 
amplitude gain of this amplifier becomes dependent on the phase of the heterodyne 
signal, we refer it to as a phase-sensitive above-threshold amplifier. The purpose of this 
study is to achieve noise reduction for above-threshold laser amplification under the new 
environment that the intracavity fields interact with an external coherent field. This idea 
stems from the nondegenerate four-wave mixing method which has shown good 
performance in noise reduction[Reid 86, Slusher 85, 87, Shelby 86]. In our study it is 
found that the heterodyne gain and noise behaviors are substantially affected by the 
external coherent driving field. The appropriate detunings significantly improve the 
transmitted signal to noise ratio. This improvement is suggested to be due to a strong 
resonance between the signal mode and the atomic lasing transition at a Rabi frequency, 
so the gain is greatly enhanced and the quantum noise is reduced. The degrading factor 
of signal to to noise ratio is doubled for a wide gain range.
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atoms
input 
—  ß  D
jj ► output
Fig. 7.1 Schematic diagram of the phase-sensitive amplifier. ß D is the driving 
rate that is proportional to the driving strength.
7.1. The model
We consider only the incoherently pumped four-level system. Unlike the phase- 
insensitive above-threshold amplifier, the model considered in this chapter has an extra 
coherent driving field, as shown in Fig. 7.1. The driving field frequency D may be 
detuned from both the laser mode and the atomic lasing transition frequency. The field 
frequency arrangement is depicted in Fig. 7.2. The cavity modes ak have frequencies 
a)k,k=1,2,3. The frequency of the atomic lasing transition is denoted by cj0. ax 
represents the intracavity laser mode. The field and polarization are assumed to oscillate 
at (oD, (jjD + Ö, coD -  Ö where Ö « a>2 -  (*>L (WL ~ aij). The atom and driving field 
detuning is denoted by -  coq-  cjd , and the laser mode and driving field detuning
^LD  "  a)L ~ a)D'
The Fourier components for the field and polarization are given by Eq. (D.6) in 
Appendix D, after replacing coL by As in Chapter 6, based on the master equation 
(6.6) we obtain the stochastic differential equations for the components, given by Eq. 
(6.17), except that the laser mode equation now has a driving field contribution, i.e.,
a l - - K ]a l + g J ^  j + ß D, (7.1)
where ß D is proportional to the driving strength, and the following definitions replace 
those following Eq.(6.17),
K i - k 2 - k 3 - k  + ^ U ) ’
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Y\ "  2  Yn  + i&AD' Y2 “ 2  fi2  + *(&ad ”  ^)» (7*2)
0>n + Q
Fig. 7.2 Frequency sketch for the phase-sensitive laser amplifier. Q denotes 
the Rabi frequency.
We assume E=0, By setting j.j  k -  j . ^  -  0 in the new stochastic
differential equations, we derive the field equations
where
+ - ^ I ) + 0D + /V  
«2 " (Ä  -  K?)a 2 + ? la 3 + + Fa 2>
“ 3 - ( / 2 - K3>a 3 + «2a 2 + Fa3’
* - * — * - + ^ ♦ 4 *




The definition of / .  and <7 . should follow those for / ,  and qt in Eq. (6.29) and (6.30), 
but with new quantities in Eq. (7.2) and those for mode one are given in the following. 
The steady-state solution for the intracavity mean photon number n. is determined by the
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driving field and satisfies
(7.6)
which may be expressed as a cubic equation for nr  Only one of the solutions of Eq.
(7.6) is stable. The phase shift of a  j from the external field ß D is
.The noise correlations also satisfy Eq. (6.18), but the new solution above for mode 
one should be applied. The noise correlations corresponding to field equations (7.4) and 
(7.5) are also represented by Eq. (6.33), but with the definitions of Eq. (7.2) and the 
steady state solution for mode one.
The intensity heterodyne gain is obtained from Eq. (6.46) with y 14 « y 2 3 “ ^ ’ 
provided the following definitions are used,
7.2 Gain and noise
The first case we consider is where the external driving frequency (oD is adjusted to 
the cavity resonant frequency coL and atomic resonance, w D- o ) L ^ eoQ, so that the
(7.7)
Other quantities determined by the steady-state solution for mode one are
(7.8)
f \ ~ f \ ~ KV ?2~ KV ^2 ~^2'
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2000
Fig. 7.3 Intensity heterodyne gain versus spontaneous emission rate y 12/g f°r 
the phase-sensitive amplifier. The solid curve is for zero driving field, ß D=0. 
The longer dashed curve is for ß D/g=0.00l; the shorter dashed curve for 
ß D/g=0.003; and the dot-dashed curve for ß D=0.0l. Other parameters: 
K-/g=0.01, T/g=100, y M/g=l00, y14/ g -  y23/ g - 0 ,  Aad^ = a ld/%=0-
laser phase is locked to the driving field. Also we assume that the signal detuning is 
small. In Fig. 7.3 the heterodyne intensity gain is plotted as a function of y12/g 
several values of external driving ß D/g . In the case ß D=0, being the phase-insensitive 
above-threshold amplifier, y l2/g=200 corresponds to the laser threshold, i.e. C  -  1. 
Hence below threshold, C"<1, Eq. (6.46) cannot be applied. However for ß D/g>0y 
since the threshold behavior is changed by the external driving, we see that the gain is 
always valid when the external driving field exists, and becomes a continuous function 
of y 12/g. The maximum gain depends on the driving strength: a stronger external 
driving field yields a poorer heterodyne gain and gain does not occur if the driving is too 
strong. Therefore the driving field determines the gain when both cavity and atom 
detunings are absent and the signal detuning is small. An improvement can be achieved
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provided a large incoherent pumping rate T/g is used. The evidence is shown in Fig. 7.4 
which plots the intensity gain as a function of y 12/g f°r several values of the incoherent 
pumping rate T/g. It is apparent from this plot that a higher incoherent pumping rate 
increases the gain. The maximum gain is obtained where the laser mode is saturated. 
Without a driving field, ß D / g = 0 ,  the gain is independent of T/g when laser is on, Eq. 
(6.49). The degrading factor of the signal to noise ratio for a given gain is found to be 
the same as that of a phase-insensitive above-threshold amplifier.
100 150 200 250 300 350 400
yds
Fig. 7.4 Intensity heterodyne gain versus spontaneous emission rate y 12/g for 
the phase-sensitive amplifier. The solid curve is for incoherent pumping rate 
T/g=1000; the longer dashed curve is for T/g=200; and the shorter dashed curve 
for T/g=100. The dot-dashed curve represents T/g=10. Other parameters: 
0 D/g=O.Ol, k /g=0.01, y ^ /g ^ O O , y 14/ g  -  y23 / £  -  o,  & A D / g =  ALD/g=0.
We next consider the case where the detunings are nonzero. Then the laser phase is 
no longer locked to the driving field. There are many possible choices of detunings. One 
of them is to adjust the signal detuning to the Rabi frequency, i.e. Ö -  Q  or 
(«2 -  ö>i + ß »  with ALZ)=0 and A ^  *  0 , which has been demonstrated to be a good
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(a)
. t r •>........i  i . . . . . .I  § v — y — -j  1 1™ "'V
(b)
0.2 -
Fig. 7.5 (a) Intensity heterodyne gain versus the signal detuning 0 / g .  (b) 
Degrading factor versus the signal detuning 0 / g .  The A  curve is for 
ß D/ g = 0 . 0 0 \ ,  b ^ / g ^ O ,  fi/g=10.3 and the B curve ß D / g = 0 . \ y 
A ^/g^O O , Q/g=106. Other parameters: &LD -  0, T / g -  100, k  / g  -  0.01, 
y12/ * -  200, y34/ g -  100.
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regime for achieving squeezing from nondegenerate four-wave mixing[Reid 86]. For an 
amplifier system the question addressed here is whether or not noise reduction exists for 
high gain.
The Rabi frequency for the lasing transition is [Reid 86]
Q _ I U [ ( — 4£)2 + 2/]1/2. (5.9)
1 y l2
Taking a choice of ALD=0 and &AD * 0, we plot the heterodyne intensity gain and the 
degrading factor as a function of the signal detuning in Figs. 7.5 (a) and (b) respectively. 
It is found that gain enhancement (suppression) occurs at <5 -  Q (6 * -Q ). The 
maximum gain is obtained at the resonance of the signal mode and the Rabi sideband, 
close to the atomic lasing transition frequency. A significant increase of the degrading 
factor (noise reduction) corresponding to the enhanced gains is also found. The 
maximum degrading factor corresponding to the maximum gain for smaller &AD/g is 
1=1 and for larger A ^ /g  is L=0.98, in comparison with the phase-insensitive above­
threshold amplifiers' L=0.5. Hence the phase-sensitive amplifier has doubled the signal 
to noise ratio. Fig. 7.5 also shows a drop in both the gain and the degrading factor at the 
lower Rabi sideband. For large signal detuning the gain goes to one and the 
corresponding degrading factor is also one. Hence the degrading factor is also about 
twice as large as that of the phase-insensitive case for a gain of one.
We have not analyzed the case of nonzero laser driving field detuning, ALD *0 . 
However we note that the four-wave mixing squeezing predictions of Reid and 
Walls[Reid 86] suggest that good noise reduction might also be obtained with A ^  * 0.
In conclusion, we have presented a quantum theory of phase-sensitive above- 
threshold laser amplifiers using four-level atoms. The heterodyne gain and degrading 
factor of the signal to noise ratio for the sideband modes were calculated under the 
assumption of a high-Q cavity. Our aim has been to explore ways of reducing amplifier
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noise.
The phase-sensitive amplifier was obtained by injecting a coherent driving field into 
the cavity. This field may be detuned from the cavity and the atomic lasing transition. 
Four-wave mixing hence occurs among the driving field, the laser mode, and the two 
sideband modes. The difference between Reid and Walls four-wave mixing model[Reid 
86] and our model is the atomic pumping which allows lasing, and hence above­
threshold amplification. Nevertheless the mechanism of noise reduction is similar.
Our work indicates that the phase-sensitizing scheme can suppress the intensity noise 
in above-threshold amplifiers while maintaining high gain. With suitable detunings, large 
gain and low noise are obtained for signals at the Rabi sideband frequency. The signal to 
noise ratio is twice as high as the phase-insensitive case .
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Appendix A
The Master Equations in 
Truncated Bases
A.l Laser systems
The master equations are expressed under Fock-atom basis. Let I«) be a Fock 
photon number state and I/) (i=l,...,4) be the atomic states. The density matrix elements 
in the Fock-atom basis are
Pnj-,m,j = (n\(i\p\m)\j) (A. 1.1)
In this basis, the master equation (2.4) produces the following set of density matrix 
element equations.
For two-level system,
Pn,2;m,2 = S ( ^ P n +l.l.m,2 + ^ TTPn.2;m+l,l)
+KT(2V(« + l)(m + l)pn+12.m+lj2- («  + m )pn2.jn2)
- ^12pn,2;m,2 + r *Yl;m,l>
PnXm.l =  g ^ P n -l,2 -,m ,l+ f " P  n,l,m-l,2>
+«r(2V(n + l)(m + l )P„+U.m+U- ( «  + ">)Pn,i;m,i)
+ y 12P«,2;m,2 ~  ^ Pnivn.V
Pn,Um,2 =
+x-(2V(« + l)(m + l)p„+U;m+u - ( "  + m)p„ i.m 2)
2~PnX,m2^~2^n,\\m,2 * (A.1.2)
and also the hermitean conjugate equations.
For three-level system (lasing occurs between 11) and 12)),
Pn,l;m,l 2;m 1 + + £ ^ / i,3;w,1 + *Vl;m,3^
+ ic(2V(n + l)(m + l)p||+U;w+M -  (n + *0p„ 1;m j)
+ r i2Pn,2;m,2 +
P n,2\m,2 8 ^ n + 1Pn+U;m,2 + + lf)n,2\m+l,l^
+ K(2^(n + \)(m + l)Prt + 1 2;#n+1 2 " (« + '")P„,2;m,2)
yP  n,2\m,2 + r 2^/i,3;m,3’
K x m t  = r (2V(" + »O» + ‘ (" + m)Pny m y
^^/j,l;m,3 ^\Pn,3;m,3 ^2pn,3\m,3'
n,\',m,2 «(Vnpn_i 2;m 2 Vm + lpn 1;m+1 j) + £P„ 3;m 2 
+ K(2^j(n + 1)(to + 1)P„ + 1 1;m+1 2 - ( "  + m)Pn,,.,m,2)
2 ^n,\\m,2 2 ^n,2’,m,2'
Pn.l\m.l g^ Pn-l,;m2Vm + lp „ I;m+11) + £ (P„ 3;m 3
+ K(2 j^(n + l)(m + l)Pn+1 ,.m+1 3 -  (» + m)Pn,i;m.3>
_ F _ ^13 _ ^23
2 ^/i,l;m,3 2 ^i,l;m,3 2 ^M;m,3’
Pfl,2;m,3 «V« + lP„+j 1;m 3 £ P„_2;ot,1
+ k-(2V(« + l)(m + l)P„+1>2;m+li3 -  (» + "OP,.; 2;*.3)
- Z l 2 p - Z ö p  _ I l 2 p
2 Hn,2\m,3 2 ^n,2;m,3 2 ^n,2;m,3' (A.1.3)
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and also corresponding the hermitean conjugate equations.
For three-level system (lasing occurs between 12) and 13))
Pn,Um,l = v(2V(« + l)(m + l )pn+U;m+1>1 -  (« + m )p„ 1;m,)
+ E(J>n.l;m3+ Pn.y,m,0+ Y\~Pn.l\m2'
Pn,2[m,2 = ~ S ( ^ P n- l,3;m,2 + ~J™P n,2-,m-\3>
+K(2yl(n + l)(m + l)P„+1>2;m+li2 - ( «  + m )pn2.m2) 
~ YyPn,2\m,2 n,3;m,3’
P„,3;m,3 = - S ( ^ + I p n+1>2.m>3 + V ^ + !P „ ,3;m+1,2)
+ K{lyj(n + l)(m + l)P„+li3;m+1>3 -(«  + ">)P„,3;m,3) 
^1?P n,3;m,3 ^2’Pn,y,m3 ^^P/i,3'.wi,l"^Pn,l;m,3 ’^
Pn,Y,m,2 ~ 8‘J™P nMm-132~~
+K(2^J(n + l)(m + l)P„+1>i;m+| 2 "(« + m>P„,|;m.2>’
Pn,l;m,3-  Ip/i,l;m+l,2 + P ( P ni3;mi3 P
+K(2^J(n + l)(m + l)P„+11;m+i 3 - ( «  + ">)P„,i;m,3)
_ Z ll  _  ^23
2 Pn,l;m,3 2 ^n,\,m,y
Pn,2:m,3 = 8(^ P  „ - l ,y m,3 ~  Vm + lp„i2;m+l,2) ~  EP n,2;m.l
+K(2^](n + l)(m + l)P„+[i2;m+1>3-(»  + ">)Pn,2;m,3)
7i2 723 7x3
2 ^/i,2;w,3 2 Pn,2\m,?> 2 ^w,2;m,3*




Pn.Um.l = ^(2V("+ !)("> + Dp„+U;m+U -  (" + )
+ £ ^n,4;m,l + ^n,l;m,4  ^“ r^n,l;m,l +
+ ^ lfn ,3;my3 + ^\PnA\m,4 ’
P n,2\m,2 = - « (^ n-l,3;m,2 +
+K(2^[(n + l)(m + l)Pn+j 2;m+1 2 -  (» + ">>P„,2;m,2>
~^\P  n,2\m,2 + 723P«,3;m,3 + ^iPnAwA'
P n,3\m,3 gCV/T+Tp^,2;m ,3 + +
+ «r(2V(n + l)(/n + l ) p #I+lf3;j>I+u -  ("  + "*)/>„,3;m,3)
~ ^ \ P n,3;w,3 ~~ ^ 2 ^ ,3 ; m ,3 + V yP nA ynA '
PnAimA = *(2V<" + W™ + 0Pw + M;w + M " <* + m)/Y4;m,4>
+ r P/j,l;m,l ”  ^ (P « ,l;m ,4  + P/i,4;m,l^ “  ^14^/1,4;m,4 
rt,4;m,4 “  ^34P/i,4;m,4 ’
r  7
Pn,\\m,2 ~ g ^™Pn,Um-l,3 + E pnA\m,2 “  2 "P|i,l;m,2 ~  2 *Vl;m,2  
+ r(2V(« + l)(m + l )Pn + U ; m + u  - ( «  + ">)P„,1;m,2).
p  i a = - g ^ m  + lp  t , 0 + £ p  . — p  , ar /j,l;m,3 0 r / i , l ;m-l ,2 / n,4;m,3 7 r ^ , l ; ^ ,3
+ * ( 2 V ( «  + Dt"» + -  <" + m ) ^ , l ; m , 3 )
1^3 2^3
“ ~ P / i , l ; m , 3  “  ~ P / i , l ; m , 3 *
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^n,l;m,3 ^^n,4;m ,4 ^ n ,2
+ »r(2V(« + l)(m + l)p/i+U;m+li4 -  (n + m )pn_1;m>4)
_Zm
p „ ,.2 'n , l ;m ,4  2  r «J;w,4 2  , 1 ;m,4 ’
P o. -2 = g(Vnp 10 0 -  Vw + lp ~r n,2\m,i  ov r  n- \ ,2\m,2 r n, 2; m + 1,2
+  K ( 2 y [ ( n  + l)(m  + l)Pn+1 2;m+1 3 -  (»  + "')Pn,2;m,3)
2 r /i,2;m,3 2 ^n,2\m,V
Pn,2:mA  = * (2V(" + D("> +  l)P„ + 1, 2 ; m  + l,4 " <" + m)P„,2;m,4>
y y
+ ^ Vwpw_ l53 ;m 4  -  £ p „ ?2;m,l “  Pn,2\mA ~ ~ Y Pn,2\m,‘
724 734
2  ^ n,2\mA 2  ^w.2;w,4*
P„,3;m,4 = 'f(2V (« + l)('"  + l)P„ + 1,3;m+1>4- ( "  + "I)Pn,3:m,4 )
-gVn"+Tpw+1 2;m 4 -  £p„ 3;m ] -  P„ , 3;m,4
_ I m ~ -hip-hAp - h i p
2 ^n,3;m,4 2 ”fl.3;m,4 2 ^«,3;m,4 2 ^w,3;m,4*
and also the the hermitean conjugate equations.
(A .1.5)
A.2 Optical communication systems
The master equations are expressed under Fock-atom basis. Let In) be a Fock 
photon number state. The density matrix element in the Fock basis are
P n m  ~  (/llPlm) (A.2.1)
In this basis, the master equations in Chapter 5 produce the following set of density 
matrix element equations.
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For the master equation of nonlinear fibre, Eq. (5.26), we have
Pnm = ~ m2){n\p\m)
+ K*[-y/(n +1 ){m +1 )(n + \\p\m +1) -  (n + m){n\p\m)]
For the laser amplifier, Eq. (5.27), we have
p n m = K(2^nm{n- \\p\m-1  )-{n  + m + 2){n\p\m)).
For the parametric amplifier, Eq. (5.28), we have
p n m = -iE[(^n(n-l)(n  -  2\p\m) -  V(« + 2)(/2 + l)<n + 2\p\m)) 






Quantum Trajectory Method 
for Laser Systems
The quantum trajectory method solves a wave-function equation instead of a density 
operator equation[Carmichael 91]. The method is usually applied to systems without an 
incoherent pumping term, which creates "pumping collapses". Our technique for such a 
system is introduced in following.
We consider only a two-level one-atom laser, Eq. (2.4) with p =2 and —> o,±. 
The multi-level lasers are similar. The collapses and coherent evolution are defined by 
the relationships,
Collapses:
V c  = h f~ P c G+' (B.l)
Sc pc = I m p / , (B.2)
s  pPc = r ° +Pca ~'
Evolution:
(B.3)
(Lc - S /, - S c - S /,)pc = g[at cr -  aa+,pc] -  pc + pca +a  )
-K { a \p c + pca^a) - —(c~G+pc + p ca _a +),
(B.4)
where S^, Sc , are superoperators corresponding to the collapses: atomic decay, 
cavity damping, and incoherent pumping respectively. Lc -  is a
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superoperator for the coherent evolution. Note that an over-bar denotes unnormalized. 
p c is the unnormalized conditioned density operator which may be written in terms of a 
pure state wavefunction:
pc( o  =i v 'cW Xv 'cW - (B.5)
The dynamics of the unnormalized wavefunction I y/c(t)) is governed by the nonunitary 
Shrödinger equation
4 l ? c(0 )  = « l ^ ( 0 ) .  (B.6)
at
with
H  = ih[g{a* o  - a G +) - ^ G +G -  vxr a - - G  G+], (B.7)
which is the nonhermitian Hamiltonian and is obtained by substituting Eq. (B.5) into Eq. 
(B.4). The evolution generated by (B.6) is interrupted by collapses
CA| Wc)
1V',.) -> ■ CcI ipc) (B.8)
CP' ¥ c>
with collapse operators
CA =  A m 2 ° “ ’ (B.9)
Cq  — yJ2 xa , (B.10)
Cp = (B .l 1)
The probabilities for collapses to occur in the interval ( t , t + At) are given by
PA = = y ^ > ( ¥ c( t ) \ a +a  I v'.(O )
{\j/ U ) \a +a~\ f i t ) )
~ 7 { ^ t  <?c(OI?eM> ’
pc "•ts c
2 kAi
Pc]At = lK h t{ \ t fc(t)\a^a\ \t>c(t))
< y f (Qlat a ly f (0 )




Pp tr[Sppc]At = r&t(yrcV)\o o +\ y c(t))
„ A < ^,(01  o  a +l ¥  (t)) rAf— £—----- -— £----<rc(0i vc«)) (B.14)
The evolution equation interrupted by the collapses is solved by used one-step Euler 
method. The schematic diagram for the computer code is shown in Fig. B .l. The results 
exactly agree with the density operator method.
t + A/
When three no 
signals are reciev<
NormalizationI ,(',■)> - ( I  + ATL)I w ( 'm )>
Fig. B.2.1 The schematic diagram for the quantum trajectory method. L 





We now prove that the Nyquist function set is an orthogonal set and suitable for 
constructing a travelling wave pulse.
Normal travelling wave fiber modes are spread throughout the fiber. The electric field 
in the fiber is
E(+\ x , t )  -  f ^ b kei(kx- 03l)dk-  J [ ^ b ke,k(x~cl)dk. (C .l)
We rewrite it as
E(* \ y )  -  r  b/^dk, (C.2) 
where y  -  x -  ct.
If there exists a pulse mode function set, {/^(y)}, in which the elements satisfy the 
orthogonal condition
Fk(y)Fi(yWy - 0«-»,  (c.3>
the field may be expanded as
Ei+)( y ) -  f ^ a kFk(y)dk. (C.4)
Using (C.2) in (C.4), we have
a, -  (C.5)
where the tilde denotes the Fourier transform. Now we show that the commutation 
relation is conserved. Assuming that
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lbk,b l ]  - ö ( k - k ' ) (C.6)
then
[a,, a } ] ----------- j j j ' [bk,bl.]Ft(k)Fv(k')dkdk'
- fF,(k)Fr (k)dk
-  —^-5 JlJ e ^ F ^ d y J e -^ F ^ y- )d y ' ]d k
-  Y ^ f ö (y ~ y')F,(y)Fr(y')dydy'
-  j F l(y)Fr(y)dy
- so-n.
We now consider the Nyquist function as pulse mode functions, Fig. C.l.
Fig. C.l Nyquist function F(t)=Sin(jzBt)/(jiBf)
We show that the Nyquist function set is an orthogonal set. Assuming that we have 
Nyquist function
-2/B -i/D 1 / D  £ / D
.  s in ^ r+ 1 )^
5 cot + §
(C.7)
then
p00 sin(otf+§) sin (< u r+ § ')^  
J - 00 w t + §  atf +
(C.8)
Let a* + £ ’ -  *, we then have
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- f ° °  ea ( ^ ~ ^ ' \ f ( X ) f d X
n
2(0 <5(£ (C.9)
where /(A ) is the Fourier transform of the Nyquist function/(jt) and a square 
function, and we have used the following formula:
.Let G(A) and //(A ) be the Fourier transform of g(jt) and h(x),  then the inverse 
Fourier transform of the product F( A )//(A ) are
f” e - ,VUG(A)W(A)dA -  f"
J  — 00 J  — QC
(C.10)
Appendix D
The Derivation of the Stochastic 
Differential Equations for Four-Level 
Above-Threshold Laser Amplifiers
The normal ordered characteristic function for a single-mode cavity is
X -T r (Op), (D .l)
where
The master equation is equivalent to a c-number Fokker-Planck equation for the positive 
P-representation. The correspondence between c-number and operators is
a * * a y
-ik.r
'if “v
The distribution function is
V=1 V=1 V=1
/  -  ^ Xe-i t 'ad 1^ - - - d 2^ d \ - - - d ^ ^ r 1r -dr)^ ,
where
I -  ^ , t v - , t 6,Vv Vr ’ly ß f’ß)-
(X  ■“  ( ^ 2 ’ * ' * ’ *^ 3 4 ’ ^  * ® ) *
(P-3)
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The resulting stochastic differential equations are
< * - - ( * ■ +  icoL)a  + gJ23 + *JlKBin,
A 2 “  ^ 2 4  “  T  ^ 1 2  ”  ico0 ^ 1 2  + ^ a ^13 + ^  ’l  J\2
A~3 -  £ / 3 4 - - ; ( V n + )'23 + r + -  * “ ^12 + r , -  *
Z y13
^14 "  ^(A* ” A) “  r ( / i 4  + ^24 + ^34 + ^^14  + ’
z  -/14
«^ 23 "  Sa (*A “  A )  “  r ( / l 2  + y 13 + y 23 + 2i(O0^J 23 + r ,- ’ (D.4)
z  y23
y - 4 -  ~ E J \ 2  + -  t ( / 12 + Vl4 + y 24 + V34 + “ V A A  + F 7-  ’
Z y24
JM -  ~ EJn  -  SCL,2A -  |(K l3  + K i4+y23+ )'24+ V34 " '« 'o )^  + F,- -
z  “'34
Ä " ^(A4 + A4^+ ^1 /2  + y 1 /3  + y \JA ~  ^A + A/j’ 
h  -  %{aJh  + a ty23) -  V1 /2  + ^2 /3  + y24^ 4 + r y2. 
h  m -«(«^23 + aty23> -  (y 13 + y23)-/ 3 + + r y3-
and complex conjugate equations, where we have adapted the standard scaling of the 
variables and dipole coupling constant with numbers of atoms
a - V N a ,  Jtj -* NJtj, J. - »  NJf , AT1' 2# .
The nonzero noise correlations corresponding to the noise terms in Eq. (D.4) are
<r + (f)T (f)> « (y 2/ f  + y ^  + T / f  )<5(f- O ,
J 12 ■'12
<T (Or (O ) -  (y34 + T)<5(f -  r’),
*'13 7 13
<r (o r  (O ) -  r ( / “ + / f w r - o ,
yi4 */14
( r  (rjr ( 0 > - ( r i / " +
J 23 J 23
( r  (Or (0> -  (FA55+ y i / f ) ^  (r -  O ,
*/ 24 */ 24
<r (Or (f))  -  [ iv "  + (y 13+ y23) y f ]* (r-  O ,
*/ 34 */ 34
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<r (o r (O) -  2ga ss(Ji3)ssö ( t -  o ,
J 23 J 23
<rf+ (tyr (O) -  2«(a V V 2+3)Si<K/ -  n ,
7 23 7 23
<r7|(r)r7i(/')) -  {iyf*+r 12/|s+y , / f  + r , / 4“ + £[(AV“ +(A"4 )iS]}<5 (/-/’), 
< ^ ( 0 ^ ( 0 ) - { Y i A S+y2/3" + Y2J4 - «K«W 2-3)m + a sV 2+3)“ ]><5(2-O , 
< ^ ( 0 ^ ( 0 )  -  ((y13 + y23) / f  + y34/4“  -  « ( ( a W /  + a “ ( / £ ) " P ( r  -  f ) ,
(r t (or (r '))-r(/2-3)“ ö (/-o ,
J \2 J n
<r ,.(o r  , A O ) - w + y sö(t -n ,
J \2 J \3
<r (/>rj (f)>- - y 12(y2- / s6 ( r - f ) ,
J 23 1
<r,+ UWj ( f ) ) - - yn (J*3)ssd(t -n,
•'23 1
(r (Or7 (0 ) -y 12a 2-3)ss<5(r-/'),
J 23 2
<r + (o r  j(f)> -  y12( / 23)"<5(f-/'),
•'23 2
(r72(o r yj«')> -  ( - y 23/ f + *[(« W 23)“ + « “ (22+3)“ ])*(/ -  o ,
(r (Or (/’)) -  <r « r  (O)- e(j s2s- j{s)ö« -<•>,712 y24 712 z4
(r + (or (/•)> -  <r (or (O) - [(y13+y23)(/l4)" + £ ( / f  -  A“ )]«(/ -  /'),734 7j3 734
(D.5)
Under the approximations of keeping the first order for the weak field a 2 , a 3, we
expend the field and polarization into
-icOfl -i((U,+ö)t  - l ' ( t ü r - Ö ) /a  -  a xe L + L + L ,
AT - J~ne"°’L' + J7i 7e-i(mS 0 + A ^ ' ( , v > )Ij • ' y . r  i/,2
a - A i + a ^ + aV *  
A * A,1 + A,2e + 2^,2e ’ 
A - A , i +A .2*~'* + A V *.
(D.6)
The correspondences between c-numbers and operators are
-121 -
ak~av al**al
h j,k  ** h j,k  “  * V /y . v
V -l
f a * ' » * -  2 e'hrvJi v
V=1




w - * * .V«1
' i w « -  f < f ~'( k r h K -
V ^l
where 1,7= 1,2,3.4 denoting atomic levels.
The characteristic function is x -T r (pO), where
3 3
. +  ; +
O •  e
' ^ 4 Y 2 3 . *  +4Jt ^ j y k k  ^ S l Y  12,*
.^^3,1^3.1+ ^3,2^3,2+r?3.2^3,2^,( T?2,1 2^,l+r?2Y2,2+ ^2,2^2.2)^^ l,lA .l+r?l,2A,2+r?U^lt2)
* ^ ^ 6 .^ 3 4 ,*  l ^ 5 , l ^ 2 A , k  * ^ § 4 ,^ 2 3 ,*  ^ 2 ^ 3 ^ 1 4 ,*  1 £ % 2 , l / l 3 tk 1 £ % l l J \ 2 , k  
^  ^ ^  ^  ^ ^
" V ^ *’ V^ 4, v v V^14, ■v ^ 2 ,  v^ l+3, V e % ! v^12, V
. ^ 3 ,  v^3, v ^ 2 ,  v^2, v e irh, vA , v
.2*%6,^34,v ^ 5 , v^24,v *§4,v^23,v *§3,v 1^4,v * !2 ,i / l 3 , v ^  1, v^ 12,v




-  122 -
where /= 1,2,...6; j - 1,2,3.
We has assumed cavity damping ratek is much smaller than the atomic transition 
rates, pumping rate, coupling constant g, the cavity therefore has a high Q. The resulting 
Ito calculus stochastic differential equations are then given by Eq. (6.17).
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